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SUMMARY 

This report presents the first part of an oncoine 
research program to develop a behavioral taxonomy of 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) tasks and skills. 
The purpose thus far has been to assimilate and direct 
taxonomic theory toward a practical application in flying 
training research. A surface task analysis and a set of 
taxonomy rules have been developed along with a plan to 
test the validity of the system. The research is however, 
still in a formative stage and will be subject to modif¬ 
ication and revision before the goal of a useful and 
reliabie taxonomy of flying tasks and skills is achieved, 
iherefore, the reader is advised that subsequent reports 
should be reviewed to obtain the final results of the 
study. 
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PREFACE 

This study was initiated by the Flying Training 
division, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, 
williams APB, Arison» 85224. under Proj.ct 1123, USA? 
Flvinp Training Development, Dr» William V» nagln, 
Project Scientist; Task 112302, Instructional Innovations 
in U3AF Flying Training, Mr. Gary B. Reid, Task Scientist. 
Design Plus, St. Louis, Missouri 63132, is accomplishing 
the study under contract F41609-73-C-0040. Mr. Robert P. 
; ever Design Plus, is the Principal Investigator. 
Drí Edward E. Eddowes, Flying Tî?inJn8.Divist^r Porce 
Human Resources Laboratory, is the Contract Monitor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpooe of thio study was to define and analyze 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) flying tasks and 
organize them into a classifiable structure of behavioral 
objectives. A surface task analysis provided the basic 
data base to determine fundamental flying skills. The 
analysis was based on cues, the flying tasks encountered 
during ÜPT, and on the mental and motor actions associated 
with them. 

The intent of this research was not a reorganization 
of a descriptive task analysis. Por although such an 
analysis is an importent part of a training program, it 
alone does not provide training development personnel with 
the insight needed to refine the methods and media of 
instruction nor does it identify an optimum strategy for 
flying training research. It also does rot specify the 
most efficient and most cost effective training systems. 
A new approach based on a taxonomic structure would pro¬ 
vide a tool of sufficient depth and flexibility to cover 
the prime areas of research interest for the Air Force 
Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) Plying Training 
Division. 

The benefits of a successful taxonomic study would 
indicate where redundancy and commonality exist in the 
present UPT system. The result would be an objective 
description of tasks and skills in the training program, 
providing a basis for modification of the current UPT 
syllabus and departure from present training methods. 
In addition, tasks generated to fill new training require¬ 
ments would be clearly supportable by the taxonomy and 
thus more acceptable to those rooted in traditional 
training methods. 

This research program was divided into three pluses. 
The Phase 1 effort reported here established a foundi tion 
structure for the classification of flying tasks and 
skills and thus established the technical direction for 
the work to be carried out in the two later phases. In 
addition to the generation of a surface analysis of flying 
tasks, research results relevant to a taxonomy of UPT 
tasks and skills were reviewed during Phase I to provide 
a sound basis for the present taxonomic development effort. 
An annotated bibliography of the literature studied : 3 
presented in Appendix B. In Phase II, the developed tax¬ 
onomy will be evaluated and revised, as required, and 
applied to the current T-37 syllabus, while Phase III 
extends the taxonomy to the T-38 syllabus and to future 
training requirements. 

Preceding pege blank 
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METHOD 
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SURFACE TASK ANAIYSIS 

The purpose of the surface task analysis was to 
provide a flexible yet discrete behavioral description 
that would serve as a useful tool in the classification 
of flying tasks. For the purpose of this research a 
surface task analysis was defined as: 

An investigative process that lists behavioral flying 
taek.V*n sufficient detail in accordance «ith «tab- 
lished ground rules, to be utilized as a tool ior 
classifying these tasks into specific flying training 
categories. 

It was quickly determined that a critical balance 
e-isted between the analysis requirements and the 
oi detail which should be involved. This ir,JJÇhÎJe^Uea 
in a number of iterations oi the analysis until the de¬ 
sired level of detail was obtained. Kariier attempts in 
this studv had produced cumbersome listings oí flying 
¿bk elements result in;; in procedural mirutia. too deep 
to be adaptable in developing a u8eful,cla33ific®iJ;?*\ 
system. Subsequent organizational refinements coupled 
with the evolution of ¿ set of workable ground rules 
produced the desired intuitive and functional results. 

Definition - The surface analysis required the 
development and deHritior of the term tack in 
catior to the taxonomy structure. There e. ist numerous 
definitions of "task", yet no single one is generally 
accented. Some are broad in scope, while others are 
extremely detailed. Therefore, the following definition 
wa8 developed to meet the requirements of this analysis: 

; is a group of related work elements performed 
in close temporal proximity and directed toward the 
accomplishment of a definable work goal. 

Th. work elements, (i.e. Stimulus, Cognition, Hespcret) 
were modified into more meaningful terme of Cue-Ler.tal 
Action-Motor Action. This activity is expressed as a 
C-Ke-Mo sequence. 

Methodology - The initial surface analysis develop- 
ment ÜrfegïïÆ a concurrent effort with the detailed 
literature Survey. This approach provided a loçiaul 
starting point from which to form the nucleus of the 
analysis methodology. Instructional information contained 
in the FAA Flight Training Handbook-1965 was selected as 
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íiavinir the basic common denominators of fundamental 
flying techniquos. These fundamentals are listed as 
Straight and Level flight, Climbs, Turns, and Glides 
(Descents). Brecke and Gerlach (1972) discussed the 
transitional aspects of going from one steady-state to 
another in doing basic flight maneuvers. These steady- 
states correspond closely to the four fundamentals of 
flight mentioned above. With the four fundamentals, the 
transitional aspects of what occurs when the pilot man¬ 
euvers his aircraft from one steady-state to another 
were subsequently examined. 

itesults 

1. Fundamental Transitional Flying Tasks - From 
the examination of the four fundamentals of flight, (i.e. 
Straight and Level, Climbs, Turns and Descents) twelve 
fundamental transitonal tasks evolved. These twelve 
transitions provided the first rational breakdown of 
flying activities and provided a logical building block 
approach to other more complex tasks required for a com¬ 
plete repertoire of flying skills. Table 1-A defines 
and lists these tasks. Defining the twelve fundamental 
transitions was the initial step. There remained, however, 
an obvious need for several additional categories which 
would express the fundamentals in terms of such practical 
tasks as takeoffs, landings, cross-country, and aerobatic 
flying. Consequently, two additional categories were 
developed to satisfy this need, designated composite 
transitional tasks and continuous transitional tasks. 

2. Composite Transitional Tasks - Composite flying 
tasks are defined as: combinations of two or more funda¬ 
mental transitions performed in a procedural sequence to 
perform a more complex flying requirement. In the context 
of this research study, the transition becomes the primary 
building block in learning to fly. As these transitions 
occur in more rapid succession and in more stressful sit¬ 
uations, they then take on paramount importance. Table 1-B 
defines and lists the composite transitional flying tasks. 
The surface analysis in the Phase I effort analyzed the 
takeoff and the landing as composite tasks. 

3. Continuous Transitional Flying Tasks - This 
category was developed to generally include traditional 

. rohatics. The continuous task is defined as a combina¬ 
tion of any number of fundamental and composite transi¬ 
tions strung together in rapid succession to complete a 
flight requirement. Continuous transitional tasks were 
ther broken down into primary and advanced tasks. 

10 



Table 1. Klyiriy Tuuk CharucteriHticH 

A. Fundamental Transitional Tasks - The twelve control seg¬ 
ments derived from the four steady-state flight paths, Straight- 
and-Level (St it L), Turn (T), Climb (C), and Descent (D)t 

1. st & L->T 

2. St & L->C 

3. St & L->D 

4. T-^ St & L 

5. T->C 

b. T- 

7. C->St & L 

8. C->T 

9. C->D 

10. D-^St & L 

11. D->T 

12. D->C 

The Fundamental Transitional Task is the smallest task part. 

£. Composite Transitional Tasks 
itional tasks combined to perform 
ment. The following are examples 

1. Take-Offs 

2. Climb-Outs 

3. Approaches 

4. Landings 

5. Chandelles 

- Two or more fundamental trans- 
a more complex flying require- 
of Composite Tasks: 

6. Lazy-8's 

7. Slow Flight 

8. Stalls 

9. All X-Country Flying 

C. Continuous Transitional Tasks - Any number of fundamental 
and composite tasks combined in rapid succession to complete 
a complex flight requirement. Continuous Transitional Tasks 
are divided into Primary and Advanced tasks. The following 
are examples: 

Primary Advanced 

1. Loops 1. Clover Leafs 

2. Barrel Rolls 2. Cuban 8's 

3» Aileron Rolls 3. ImmeImana 

11 



Ihe primary tasks again provide the basics for more 
involved aerobatics and form the initial exposure to the 
unusual flight attitudes of aerobatics. With the mastery 
of the fundamentals» composites» and primary continuous 
transitional tasks, all other aerobatics can be accomplish¬ 
ed. The surface task analysis in this phase analyzes the 
loop as a primary continuous task. Table 1-C defines the 
continuous transitional flying task and lists the primary 
tasks and most common advanced tasks. 

Appendix A contains surface task analyses of the 
twelve fundamental transitional flying tasks; takeoff and 
landing, composite transitional flying tasks; and the loop, 
a continuous transitional flying task. 

Flight Environmental Considerations - Once the 
number or flying task categories was established, it was 
then necessary to analytically describe the total flying 
process and man’s involvement as the focal point of the 
process. Figure 1 identifies the physical properties of 
the three dimensional flight environment in terms of out¬ 
side world visual and non-visual stimuli. It also shows 
aircraft generated cues as the amplification, modification, 
and reinforcement of environmental cues through mental 
processing and the resulting motor action. Finally, it 
shows the results of these processes measured against a 
learned standard or norm. This sequential process of 
analyzing flying tasks was selected as the logical basis 
for the surface analysis methodology. 

Ground Rule Development - As previously mentioned, 
the analysis format evolved from several attempts to 
create the key analytical device for achieving a taxonomy 
of flying tasks. The process and format as shown in 
Table 7 for the main body of study was selected not only 
for it-" compactness and usefulness, but also for the 
flexibility it possessed to analyze fundamental, more 
complex composite, and continuous transitional flying 
tasks. The following ground rules were developed for 
the surface analysis as a result of the above mentioned 
considerations• 

12 
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Tabl* 2. Kxampla of Surfaca Analysis Format 

«ITIIATIHM Alreruft ■tralyht and ISTil at CFllI ■■ snéBrt aflfl MB»£- 

Straight and IsTsl/transition to 
TASK mo g-1 task coordinated lovcl tuyq - 6.0°--- 

TASK OOAl To aatabliah constant hADit ICTfl -OATS Oct.. 1973 

EL. 
SIO. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(A) I 
1. 1 

i 

: 

2. 

3. 

JEGINS TURN 
riaual-Pitch atts cruise 

Bank atti level 
lural-Normal envir. sound 
ToñTrol-Neutral pres. 
lotion-Normal G 

Anticipates trans¬ 
ition to 60° bunk 
turn 

Coordinates aileron, 
rudder and elevator 

(B) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STARTS ROLL 
Visual-Pitch att: increasing 

Bank att: rolling 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick it 

rudder pressure 
Motion-Positive G onset, 

rolling, pitching up 

I 

Determines satis¬ 
factory roll rate 
& need for power 

Maintains coordinated 
aileron & rudder pros 
increases elevator 
pres. a. adjusts throt 

(C) 
1. 

CONTINUES ROLL 
Viaual-Pitch att: increasinj 

Bank att: rolling 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Charge in envir. souni 
dontrol-Constant aileron & 

rudder pres., in¬ 
creased elevator 
pres, throttle adv. 

Motion-Increasing pos. G, 
rolling, pitching up 

14 



Rules 

1. The aircraft considered was pure jet with 
retractable landing gear, flaps and a full complement 
of flight instrumente. 

c. Each task contains a short situation described 
to set the steady-state from which the transition is to 
begin. A goal ie also noted toward which the transition 
or transitions are to progress. 

3. Each event in the task is broken down into 
elements consisting of a C-Me-Mo sequence. This sequence 
permits a simple homogeneous categorizing of tasks. The 
number of elements have no specific bearing on task dif¬ 
ficulty, nor is there any particular correlation with a 
time base intended. However, the format does permit a 
continuity sequencing system. 

4. A task function is included at the end of each 
complete task. This is a description of what is occurring 
within the task and how it may relate to other tasks. 

5. Cues are not listed in order of importance and 
it is recognized that more than one cue can be perceived 
almost simultaneously. 

6. Visual cues are referenced in terms of pitch and 
bank attitudes. All visual references are confirmed by 
appropriate instrument cross-checking. An integrated 
method is suggested which utilizes both real world and 
flight instrument references. 

7. The aural cue is noted in general terms since it 
is recognized that each type of aircraft has its own 
particular sound qualities. 

8. Control feedback describes cues or stimuli 
which can be sensed by body limbs or extremities throigh 
the control devices of the aircraft. The control feedback 
input has been shortened to Control in the cues column of 
the surface analysis. 

9. f.'.otion cues are noted as cues or stimuli which 
can be sensed by the body receptors as a result of air¬ 
craft movement. 

15 



10. The mental action category of the surface 
analysis mechaniem lists the cognitive process resulting 
from one, or several perceived stimulus cues. The mental 
actions are identified by the following verbs: antici¬ 
pates, determines, observes and sustains. 

11. Anticipates is used to describe the mental 
action which is the precursor of the subsequent motor 
action. It is the recalling of learned facts and sequences 
in the planning cf a task or maneuver. 

12. Determines is used to identify the decision 
process which confirms that a motor action be done or 
has been achieved. 

13* Observes is used to indicate the selection of 
a dominant environmental or aircraft cue upon which a 
mo-or action is based. 

14* Sustains is used to describe the thought process 
which integrates the actions for the steady-state portions 
of a task or maneuver. 

13» In all motor action, the pilot is considered to 
be perfect. This rule eliminates the need for developing 
a drawn out list of multiple contingencies. I.otor actions 
are identified by the following verbs: moves, maintains, 
relaxes, adjusts and activates. 

16. Moves is used when the displacement of a control 
from a previous position is described. 

17* Maintains is used to describe the continuation 
of a controlling pressure on an aircraft control. 

16. ne laxes is the reduction or easing of a control¬ 
ling pressure on an aircraft control. 

19. Adjusts is the incremental regulation of a 
specific aircraft control. 

20. Activates describes the discrete engagement of 
a specific toggle switch type control. 

21. deference to use of rudder is made for analysis 
purposes to include either manual input or through an 
aileron, rudder interconnect system. 

22. Trim action is dependent upon the task and is 
ar evaluation, based on experience, as to when and where 
it would occur. 

16 



Surfte» Analysis as a Codable and Classifiable Svetem- 
The classification system was broken inio two schemeo. 
The first scheme covered the classification of the twelve 
fundamental transitional flying tasks. The second covered 
the composite transitional tasks such as takeoffs, land¬ 
ings, cross-country, etc. It also included the continuous 
transitional flying tasks (i.e. aerobatics such as loops, 
rolls, etc.). The two schemes are not distinctively 
different, because the second was a logical extension of 
the first. 

The following is the coding system for all surface 
analysis tasks in this classification effort. 

1. All '’Fundamental” transitional tasks are coded 
with an F designator followed by the number of the task. 

2. All "Fundamental Instrument” transitional tasks 
are coded with an Fi designator followed by the number of 
the task. 

3. All "Composite” transitional tasks are coded 
with a Cp designator followed by the number of the task. 

4. All "Continuous" transitional tasks are coded 
with a Ct designator followed by the task number. 

5. V/ithin each transitional task the following 
breakdown was used. The entire sequence was given a 
single letter identifier. Each element in a C-I»ie-Ko 
sequence was given a respective 1-2-3 identifier. 

Table 2 shows an example of task number F-l. v/ith this 
system any task, tas<c sequence or element within a sequence 
can be noted in a classification matrix; and when so noted 
may be retraced to the task whenever necessary. 

17 



TAXONOMY DEVELOPMENT 

The literature search revealed that researchers do 
rot a^ree on the depth or the structure of a taxonomy. 
Likewise there was no agreement on the manner in which a 
taxonomy study should be conducted. There waj even con¬ 
fusion as to the difference between a task taxonomy and 
a task analysis. Some of these difficulties are under¬ 
standable since both a task analysis and a task taxonomy 
may contain common task performance items and common 
behavioral interactions. One must clearly define the 
intended use of the methodology (analysis or taxonomy) 
before exact definitions are meaningful for the project 
at hand. It is perhaps also true that precise definitions 
for these behavioral methodologies may never find uni¬ 
versal application. 

Taxonomy Description - For the purpose of this 
researcTi effort, the suri'ace task analysis provided the 
description data base of behavioral activity for use in 
developing the taxonomy. The taxonomy was defined as: 

A manner of classifying, and the rules and principles 
concerned with classification of the behavioral 
elements found in the skills described in the surface 
analysis in such a way that a useful relationship 
can he established among them. 

This definition is in agreement, with I.iller (1967). 
:,kill, as used in this study, was defined as all behavioral 
elements that are required to perform each task sequence. 
The major objectives of this taxonomy were to identify 
and label the components of the skills required for flying 
in such a way that the behavioral elements required to 
perfor: each task will be discovered. Once this has been 
accomplished, flying training research programs can be 
reviewed end reevaluated. If necessary these programs 
car be reoriented to place emphasis on or develop new 
appro ches toward the teaching of those behavioral elements 
that will have the greatest payoff ir the total program. 

;..ethodolor..Y - The approach in developing the taxonomy 
was tc extract, by the application of certain rules, those 
behavioral elements which were required for the perfor¬ 
mance of flying tasks. The rules were developed specif¬ 
ically for this application after careful examination of 
many behavioral chissification categories from the works 
oi .illis (1001), Folley (1964), Berliner ne modified from 
¡abideau (1964). iller (1967) and I/.atheny, Lowes, Paker, 
and I'.vnuiii (1971). 

18 



Each tank ae ideiitified by the eurl'nc* aralyoip v/as 
systematically subdivided into its components until the 
behavioral element emerged as the smallest task part in 
the structure. Alone v/ith and at the same level as the 
behavioral element, several descriptors or modifiers were 
identified. These behavioral elements and descrif ors 
uniquely defined a skill necessary in the performance of 
a task. 

Results of Applicatiori of the Taxonomy Development - 
The initial division in the ciassificationmethodology 
followed the surface analysis structure and identified 
the parts of a skill in ter- s of a Cue, Iv.ental Action, or 
Motor Action senmert. Each of these segments was further 
subdivided into specific behavioral elements and descrip¬ 
tors. Table 3 shows the possible categories available 
for each part of a skill. 

Rules for Cue Structures 

1. All cues were initially identified as visual, 
aural, control or motion. 

2. A Complexity Category was assigned equal to the 
number of different types of cues presented. For example 
if a cue was only perceived os a visual sensation, a 
Complexity Category of 1-cue was assigned. If both vision 
and motion cues were perceived, it was placed in the r-cue 
block. 

3. If more than one kind of cue was present (com¬ 
plexity of other than 1-cue) an additional category, the 
Agreement Category was addressed. The Agreement Category 
was divided into Kor-corflicting or Conflicting Cues." 

Rationale for Cue Category Selection - The freedem 
of selecting cue categories was boun¿ed on ore side b; 
the detail available in the surface analysis and on the 
other side by the obvious goal of making meaningful dis¬ 
tinctions of the effect of the cues on the skill. Basic fuidelin^s for distinctions were found in Lathery, et al. 
1971). In this detailed investigation of multi-sensory 

cueing, liatheny developed the concepts of: relevant and 
non-relevant cues; primary, secondary, complementary cues; 
and conflicting cues. Nor-relevant cueing was rot ad¬ 
dressed in the taxonomic structure, since by definite n, 
non-relevant cues did not affect performance ard were 
therefore not identifiable from the surface -iralysis. 
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Table 3. Behavioral Biement Categories 

A. CUES 

KIND COMPLEXITY AGREEMENT 

Visual 1 - Cue 
Non-Conflicting 

Cues Aural 2 - Cues 

Control 3 - Cues Conflicting 
Cues 

motion 4 - Cues 

h. MENTAL ACTION 

CUMPLE . ITY MEMORY ACCESS 
INFORMATION 
PROCESSING 

1st. Level 
Short Term Recalls Facts 

2nd. Level 

3rd. Level 
Long Term 

Recalls 
Procedures 

4th. Level 

C. MOTOR ACTION 

cumin im COMPLEXITY EFRECTOR OUTPUT 

Establish 
Attitude 

1 - Efiector Elevator 

2 - Effectors Aileron 

3 - Effectors Rudder 

Establish Rate 
of Attitude Change 4 - Effectors Throttle 

5 - Effectors Trim 
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Similarly the surface taak analysis did not identify 
secondary cues which were defined as cues that were in the 
same modality as the primary cue, but of lesnor importance. 
Complementary cues were reinforcing to the primary cue, 
but in a different modality. If more than one kind of cue 
was listed, the additional cues were either complementary 
or conflicting. These cues affected the complexity cat¬ 
egory assignment. Conflicting cues were those which did 
not reinforce the primary cues. Indeed, these cues may 
impede or confuse the Mental Action process necessary for 
skill performance, '//hen such a condition was present, a 
Conflicting Cue Category was assigned. The total number 
of primary, complementary, and conflicting cues determined 
the complexity category. Cues which have a complexity of 
two cues or more but contain only primary and complemen¬ 
tary cues were categorized as non-conflicting. 

Rules for Mental Action Classification 

1. Of prime importance in selecting classification 
categories for the Mental Action components of a skill 
was the desire to describe what was occurring rather than 
to attempt to determine how it was occurring. To properly 
describe the tertal Action it was necessary to examine the 
cues preceding the Mental Action and the following Motor 
Action. A complexity value was determined by the number 
of cues perceived and the number of effector outputs in 
the Motor Action component of the skill. Four levels of 
complexity were available: first level cquc;ls one kind 
of cue followed by a 1 effector output; second level 
equals one cue followed by multiple effector outputs OR 
multiple cues ana one effector output; third level equals 
multiple cues and multi.lo ef;ector outputs; fourth level 
equals presence of conflicting cues. 

2. Memory was always involved in the flying skills 
and was identified as Short Term or Long Term memory 
access. Those items or bite of information which were 
recalled from memory to be used in the performance of the 
skill can be thought of as having been acquired either 
prior to or during the performance of the skill. Infor¬ 
mation remembered which was obtained during the skill 
performance was described as being from Short Term memory 
while that obtained prior tc skill performance was from 
Long Term memory. 

3» The final definable Mental action category area 
selected was: Recalls Facts or Recalls Procedures. 
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Rationale for Mental Action Categories - The ¡«ental 
/.etion rules were the most difficult to formulate as all 
behavioral classification schemes rely heavily on theory 
and conceptualization in describing mental activity, 
ndditionally, the categories usually presented for describ¬ 
ing mental activity overlap considerably. It was felt 
that no clear distinction could be made between categories 
such as considers« decides, determines, concludes, eval¬ 
uates, etc. For this reason, it was decided that more 
meaningful information would be obtained if selection of 
categories were limited to those describing observable 
inputs to and outputs from the m^tal activity and those 
utilizing information about memory which can be inferred 
from observation and not dependent on theoretical con- 
sin orations , 

Rules for ¡«otor Action Classification 

1. *:otor Actions were definable by the number and 
type of motor Actions used to perform aircraft control. 
For the flying skills these Motor Actions were defined as 
effector outputs. Effector outputs of elevator, aileron, 
rudder, throttle and trim were available. Skills require 
simultaneous employment of from one to five effectors. 

2. The number of effectors in use thus defined the 
complexity entry. 

3. Continuity was differentiated by whether the 
goal io to establish a fixed aircraft attitude or to 
achieve a rate of attitude change. 

Rationale for Motor Action Category Selection -Motor 
/.ctions were ihe easiest component o" the skill to observe 
and thus can be readily differentiated to type. After 
considering that all rotor outputs were directed toward 
establishing a "state" of the aircraft with respect to its 
environmentÍ it was natural to define Motor Action in terms 
of tie control exerted on the aircraft. Hence, effector 
output categories of elevator, aileron, rudder, throttle 
and trim were conceived. The complexity of the motor task 
may vary widely from a relatively simple job of leveling 
the wings to the complicated job of performing a skill in 
accomplishing the landing pattern task. Motor skill com¬ 
plexity was dire;tly definable in terms of number of ef¬ 
fector outputs required simultaneously. The final cate- 
-orU'D for the taxonomic structure were based on the 

di ,( Ijkious question, "is the product of the Motor Action 
ur established attitude or is it a rate of attitude change?" 
.din .vis similar to the more classic distinction of dis¬ 
crete or continuous Motor Action, but more meaningful for 
a 'Mtegorization pertaining to flying skills. 
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TAXONOMIC STRUCTURE 

The developed taxonomy can be organized in many 
different ways. Previous taxonomies such as those in 
biolosy have used a tree-like structure to shor sUiilarity 
and divergence. Unfortunately such structures tend to 
become unwieldy and hard to understand in any but the 
simplest forms. An alternative approach to presenting 
the current taxonomy in a more understandable format was 
based on a cubic, or three dimensional structure. 

V/ithin the developed taxonomy there are three basic 
classification categories: cues, mental actions, and 
motor actions. As each of these categories is independent 
of the others, each can be placed on a face of a cube as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

CUES MENTAL 
ACTION 

Flgurs 2. Taxonomic Cubic Structure 
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On each face of the cube are subdivisions of the 
categories. The cues face can be divided into the total 
number of outcomes of cue rules. The same is true for the 
mental action, and motor action faces. It is important 
to note that it is not the rules, per se, which appear on 
the iaces, but rather the total number of skill categories 
or "pigeon holes" generated by the rules. Should there 
be two rules for a face, one with two possible choice 
outcomes, and one with three possible outcomes, then the 
total number of pigeon holes is six. This number is de¬ 
rived from the summation of all possible outcomes, or in 
this case: two x three. 

The number of possible outcomes and related data 
for each cube face is shown in Table 4. In summary, there 
are thirty-two outcomes for the cues (C) face, sixteen for 
the mental action (Me) and fifty for the motor action (Ko). 

Table 4. Number of Rule Outcomes 

ELEMENT RULES RULE TOTAL OP 
OUTCOMES PACE OUTCOMES 

CUES 
Kind 
Complexity 
Agreement 

4 
4 32 
2 

»..ENTAL 
.iCTIOIl 

Complexity 
Memory Access 
Information Processing 

4 
2 16 
2 

KOTOR 
nOTION 

Continuity 
Complexity 
Effector Output 

2 
5 50 
5 



Th® utility of this structure becomes apparent when 
th® correct number of pigeon holes are placed on the 
appropriate faces as shown in Figure 3. It is then pos¬ 
sible to uniquely define any skill as the intersection 
of a single cue pigeon hole, mental action pigeon hole, 
and motor action pigeon hole. In simplified format, a 
skill can be defined by its coordinates on the cube as 
xC, yMe, »Mo, where x is the specific cue outcome, y 
the specific mental action outcome, and z the specific 
motor action outcome. Any two skills which have the 
same x, y, z coordinates are identical within the taxonomy. 
Thus, the cubic classification readily permits the deter¬ 
mination of identical skills as well as indicating in 
what cube areas different skills fall. 

The end product of the cubic structure is then a 
concise notation for skill classification, and one which 
lends itself to computerization and automated access. 
Further, the structure provides a rapid technique for 
use in the initial classification of the surface task 
analysis skills since the outcome of any skill classif¬ 
ication is a three number coordinate. It is expected 
that this technique can be easily taught to, and used 
by, the personnel who will validate the taxonomy. 
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Figure 3. Detail of the Cubic Utructure 
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CLASSIFICATION VALIDATION PROCEDURE 

The purpose of the classification validation is to 
determine how well the taxonomy works. More specifically, 
the validation serves a two-fold purpose. The main ob- 
jjective is to determine if the taxonomy is applicable 

t*10* it can be used to categorize all 
skiHs derived from the surface task analysis. Here, 
the concern is with the possibility of ambiguous classif- 
ication leading to sorting the same skill into more than 
one category, or the failure of a skill to fit into any 
category. J 

The other purpose of the validation is to determine 
whether personnel unfamiliar with classification can 
understand the taxonomy rules, and can such personnel 

TÏCïî^îïlly ?PPíy î?e ^183 t0 Senerate the taxonomy? 
I' an<* should not be expected thcat only a group 
0f+îkî1}ed P?;ofe8sionals experienced in classification1^ 
methodology be the only people capable of executing this 

., • Esther, any person with some background in aircraft 
pij°jln^idu^e8ib® sble to understand the rules 
rïf+ÎÎTÜÎ0? appiicati??s of the taxonomy. Only when this 
criterion is met can it be stated that the taxonomy is 
truly usable by pilots and flying training research 
personnel. 

Procedure - To answer the research questions posed 
a sroup'of subjects, naive with respect to classification 
methodology, but not naive with respect to aircraft pilot 
experience will be utilized. These subjects will be 
given the classification rules and skills in the surfa-e 
analysis format and then asked to classify the skills 
into a taxonomy. Based upon the experiences of the oub- 

¿?CÍÍ¡AK?rryÍnE 0Ut thu validation test, a determination 
?bl a?ea? can be made* These Problem areas will 
u?-Mes0loe?’ enabling the taxonomy to categorize 

inVigure^ Jchematically» the research plan is shown 

Data will be collected at two times to fully answer 
the «search question.. The first data collection “I*? 
will be immediately after the subjects have read the 
taxonomy rules, but before they have started the task, 
tt this juncture, information on understanding of the 

b®8fltCÏÏLDe ma?e;< The aecond data collection point w 11 
be at the completion of the task. Here, information 
concerning rule application and applicability can be 
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I TAXONOKY HULES POR 
ÜKILL CLASSIFICATION 

I 

SURFACE ANALYSIS 
(SKILLS) 

SUBJECTS 

TAXC )NOMY 

DETERMINATION OF STRENGTHS 
AND WEAKNESS OF RULES 

'Líjiure 4. Taxonomy Validation Plan 
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In both data collection cases, statistical techniques 
are not appropriate due to task complexity, and a limited 
number of subjects, most likely three to five Air Force 
instructor pilots and student pilots. As the taxonomy will 
still be in an evolutionary process, early in Phase II, 
structured interviews with each subject will be used for 
data collection. These interviews will investigate dif¬ 
ficulties encountered, time to accomplish the task, what 
was unclear, where ambiguities occurred, and other subject 
comments. A sample of the interview questionnaire is 
presented in Table 5. 

Data Analysis - The questionnaires will be evaluated 
to determine any problem areas in the taxonomy development. 
All such problems will be studied and the deficiencies 
identified corrected. Should any problem not be easily 
resolvable, then a determination as to its cause will be 
made. One such cause could be a basic flaw in the taxon¬ 
omy structure, while another might be due to a faulty 
surface analysis structure. The results of the evaluation 
will be fed back into the taxonomy rules, so that the 
classification system can be improved. 
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Table 5. Sample Interview Questionnaire 

aNhLÏSIS KIT wUKSTIOWNAIRE 

Age_ Pilot Experience: 

[¿ilitary Pilot 
Private Pilot 
Commercial Piloi_ 

1. ..ere the instructions in the analysis kit clear? 

c. If not, where were they unclear?_ 

3. bid you have u problem with any of the Classification 

hules?_ 

4. -<ith which Hules did you have a problem: dive details 

below: 

Hules for 1,_ 

nulos for 2. 

Hules for 3. 

5. bid you have a problem with any of the task sequences? 
If yes, state your problem by task sequence_ 

6. Mow lon¿ did it take you to complete the Classification? 

7. Did you consider the Classification a complex job? 

If yes, why?_ 

HC.ÜÚ.HK3 : 
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GLOSSARY 

Activates - the discrete engagement of a specific control 
such as a toggle switch in the surface analysis. 

^djusts — the incremental regulation of a specific control 
described in the surface analysis. 

Anticipate - describes the mental state which in the pre¬ 
cursor of subsequent motor action. 

Attitude - the position of the aircraft considering the 
inclination of its axis in relation to the horizon. 

Aural - cues or stimuli which can be sensed throurh 
hearing. ° 

Bank ~to tip, or roll about the longitudinal axis of the 
aircraft. (Banks are incidental to all properly executed 
turns.) 

Baric Skill - a fundamentally learned series or forced 
element chain which can be triggered by a single set of 
cues or stimuli. 

Climb - a state of flight in which the aircraft is in¬ 
creasing in altitude. 

Composite Transitional Task - two or more fundamental 
transitional tasks combined to perform a more complex 
flying requirement. Composite transitional tasks have 
a Cp designator in the surface analysis. 

continuous Transitional Task - any number of furdamental 
transitional and specialised tasks combined in a ranid 
sequence to complete an aerobatic flying requirement. 
Continuous transitional tasks have a Ct designator ir 
the surface analysis. 

Control — a device used by a pilot in operatinr- an 
airplane• 

Control feedback - cues or stimuli which can be sensed 
by body limbs or extremities through the control devices 
u sircrait. The control feedback input has beer 

shortened to Control in the cues column of the eurfac* 
analysis. 

Coordinate - the movement or use of two or more controls 
in their proper relationship to obtain a desired effect. 
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Pitch - the angular displacement of the longitudinal axis 
of the aircraft with respect to the horizon. 

Procedural Skill - a cluster of intermediary skills strung 
together to form a repertoire of piloting capability. 

Relaxes - the reduction of a controlling pressure on an 
aircraft control described in the surface analysis. 

Roll - displacement around the longitudinal aria of the 
aircraft. 

Short Term Memory - information remembered which was 
obtained during the performance of a skill. 

Skill - all behavior elements used in the performance of 
a task sequence, 

Steady-State - flight situation when the dyramic forces 
are trimmed to allow essentially "hands off" flight. 

Straight-and-Level - a state of flight in which the air¬ 
craft is in a constant heading at a constant altitude with 
wings in the same plane as the horizon. 

Surface An?lysis - a systematic description of an inter¬ 
action between surface elements; i.e. cue and motor action 
and the depth element, mental action; as they relate to 
the environment, the criteria, and the system. 

Sustains - the thought process which integrates the actions 
ior the steady-state portions of a task or maneuver de¬ 
scribed in the surface analysis. 

Task - a group of related work elements perforred ir 
close temporal proximity by one person and directed toward 
the accomplishment of a definable goal. 

Task Element — the smallest part oí 1he surface analysis 
which is expressed as a major input or action heading, 
i.e. Cues or cental actions or ¡».otor Actions are task 
elements of the analysis. 

iask .equence — a complete set of interacting behavioral 
elements, (i.e. Cues, Iilental Action, and Motor Action) 
found in the surface analysis. 
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Cue - ervironniental or system stimuli which excite the 
ser.sory systems of the human body. 

Cescei:d - a state of flight in which the aircraft is de- 
c.-easiri^ in altitude. 

Cetermine - to reach a decision. 

Effector Output - pilot motor action in terms of control 
exerted on the aircraft, (i.e. elevator movement resulting 
from control stick movement to change aircraft pitch 
attitude). 

Flare Out » to decrease the rate of descent and airspeed 
by slowly raising the rose of the aircraft during landing. 

Fundamental Transitional Task - one of the twelve control 
segments derived from combinations of the four steady- 
state flight paths. 

Glide - sustained forward flight at idle power in which 
airspeed is maintained only by loss of altitude. 

Intermediate Skill - a combination of two or more basic 
sxills chained together to form a skill cluster. 

Long 'xerm Memory - information which was acquired prior 
to the performance of the skill. 

maintains - the continuation of a controlling pressure 
or an aircraft control described in the surface analysis. 

Maneuver - any planned motion of the aircraft in the air 
or or the ground. 

¡..ertal notion - cognitive process initiated by perceived 
stimulus cues and preceding motor actions. 

Lotion - cues or stimuli which can be sensed by the body 
receptors as a result of aircraft movement. 

Lotor notion - those physical actions resulting in move- 
rr.ert of aircraft controls. 

î.cves - the displacement of a control from a previous 
position as described in the surface analysis. 

observes - the selection of a dominant environmental or 
aircraft generated cue upon which a motor action is 
based. 
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Taxonomy - a manner of classifyinç, and the rules and 
principles concerned with classification of phenomena in 
such a way that a more useful relationship can be estab¬ 
lished among them. 

Transition - the activities required to change from one 
steady-state to another. 

Trim - the balance of all dynamic forces of the aircraft 
so the aircraft can te flown essentially "hands off" the 
controls. 

Turn - to create a change of direction of flight by 
causing the aircraft to roll about its longitudinal axis. 

Visual - cues or stimuli which can be sensed by the eye. 
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APPENDIX A 

SURFACE TASK ANALYSES 
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SITUATION: Aircraft straight and level at cruise speed and 
power 

TAÜ/. NO: P-1 TASK: Straight and level/transition to coor¬ 
dinated level turn - 60° 

TaJK GOAL: To establish constant bank level tun 

Th.jt. PÜNOTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional seq- 

uorice caune the aircraft to enter a 60° turn from straight and 

level flight. All cues received and mental and motor actions 

accomplished are consistent with all transitions to turn from 

straight and level. The degree of abruptness or gentelness of 

the tranaition will v;try with flight requirements. The 60° 

bank angle v/as chosen as a standard. Shallow bank angles will 

present less positive Ü forces, less stick back pressure, and 

perhaps no trim needed. Steep bank angles at high speeds pre¬ 

sent high G forces, high stick back pressure, and perhaps a 

neeu for trim depending on the aircraft. This task in its 

Kio:j t abrupt and steepest form is a basic offensive and defen¬ 

sive combat maneuver. The task in more moderate iteration is 

used in the following examples: 

1. All level course changes in cross-country flying. 

2. 360°-720° level turns. 

3. Landing patterns. 
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SITUATION—Aircraft Jtraiftht and level at nruiae gpeeH and nnwa-n 

. Straight and level/transition to 
pTASK W0._.F-1 TAI it coordinated level turn - 60° _ 

ffASK GOAL —To eatabliah conatant bank lavel turn .OATS Uct.. 1Q77 

CUES 

3EGINS TURN 
/iaual-Pitch att: cruise 

Bank att: level 
^ural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral pres. 
lotion-Normal G 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

2. 

3. 

Anticipates trans¬ 
ition to 60° bank 
turn 

STARTS ROLL 
fiaual-Pitch att: increasingj 

Bank att: rolling 
Instr. cross-check 

iura1-Normal envir, sound 
lontrol-Increaaed stick & 

rudder pressure 
Motion-Positive G onset, 

rolling, pitching up 

3. 

Determines satis¬ 
factory roll rate 
& need for power 

CONTINUES ROLL 
Visual-Pitch att: increasing 

Bank att: rolling 
Instr, cross-check . 

jural-Change in envir, sound 
onxrol-Constant aileron He 

rudder pres., in¬ 
creased elevator 

t pres, throttle adv. 
Motion-Increasing pos. G, 

rolling, pitching up 

Coordinates aileron, 
rudder and elevator 

Maintains coordinated 
aileron & rudder pres 
increases elevator 
pres. 8c adjusts throt 
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IITUATIOM aircraft Straight and levl at cruise aoeed and power_ 

Straight and level/transition to 
TASK wo i*1-! Tata coordinatad levai turn - 60° 

TASK GOAL To establiah constant bank level turn_pate Oct.. 1973 

EL. 
SIQ. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
2. 

3. 

CONTINUES HOLL 
)etermines proper 
bank attitude 
approaching 

Coordinates aileron 
and rudderfand main¬ 
tains elevator 
pressure 

(S) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

:T0;'3 HOLL 
/isual-Pitch att: nose high 

hunk att: constant 
Instr. cross-check 

iural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral aileron & 

rudder pres. & con¬ 
stant elevator prts. 

tCotion-Constant positive G, 
rolling stabilized! 
pitching stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

Adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator presg, 

(tí) 
1. 

2. 

3 • 

ESTABLISUS STEADY STATE 
Visual-Pitch att: nose high 

Bunk att: constant 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral stick & 

rudder pressure 
Motion-Constant positive G 

Determines goal 
established. 

Maintains turn 
control 
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SHUATIONï Aircraft atraiaht and lav«i at 
power 8 n<l Uvel at oruiae speed and 

task no, N-2 TASK, fi-^^^leve^fUght/traneUion 

TASK GOAL: To establish conetant speed climb 

TASK FUNCTION: 

Taek elementa performed by the pilot in the above transition¬ 

al aequenc. cauee the aircraft to climb etraieht ahead. ïhe 

cue. received and mental and motor action, accompli.hed are 

conaiatent with all tranaitiona from atraight and level fiieht 

to a straight ahead climbing flight. The degree of climb (i., 

the angle of attack and airspeed) and the intensenesa or gen¬ 

tleness in the translation of this transition will vary with 

the flight requirements. This will have an effect on the at¬ 

tention value of the cues and the sis. of the motor action. 

This task i. used as a segment of the following maneuver em- 

amples: 

1. Take-offs. 

2. All transitions to higher altitudes. 

3. Entry to a number of aerobatic maneuvers. 
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siTiiAftftM Aircraft straight and Itvel *t cmist speed and power 

straight und leyel flight/transition 
TASK Mft TAtif to straight ahead climb 

TASK GOAL To establish constant speed climb nartOct.. 1973 

El. 
SEQ. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(A ) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

BEGINS CL] i^b 
Visual-Pitch att: cruise 

bank att: level 
‘iural-Normal envlr. sound 
Control-Neutral pressure 
«otion-Normal G 

Anticipates trans¬ 
ition to climb 

Coordinates elevator 
& throttle adjustment 

(B) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

S'inhT.. PITCH INCREASE 
Vioual-Pitch att:increasing 

bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir, sound 
¿ontrol-Increased stick pres 

sure & throttle 
advance 

Motion-Positive G onset» 
pitching up 

• 

Determines satis¬ 
factory pitch at¬ 
titude movement 

Maintains constant 
elevator pressure & 
continues throttle 
adjustment 

(C) 
1. 

CONTINUES PITCH INCREASE 
Visual-Pitch att: increasing 

bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
vortrol-Conotart stick pres- 

sure ic throttle 
advance 

...otion-Increasing positive C 
pitching up 
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IlTüATlOli Aircraft straight and levtl at emiae «peed and pQ»«ir_ 

Straight and level flight/transition 
ÍTASK NO. task to straiicht ahead elinb 

TASK GOAL To tBtabliflh çonatant speed climb oAtiOet.. IQ?-» 

EL. 
SIQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
2, 

3. 

CONTINUES PITCH INCREASE 
Determines climb 
attitude approach¬ 
ing 

Relaxes elevator, 
& stops throttle 
adjustment 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STOPS FITCH INCREASE 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Decreased stick 

pressure 
IbOtion-Decreasins positive G 

pitch stabilised 

Determines trim 
required 

Adjusts trim & 
relaxes elevator 
pressure 

(E) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

ESTABLISHES STEADY STATE 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

Bank att: level 
Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral stick 

pressure 
Itotion-Normal G 

Determines goal 
established. 

Maintains climb 
control 
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GlT'Ji.TIOil: 

TAwK HO i 

T.1../. V Ji». 

Aircraft straight and level at cruise speed and 
power 

^-3 TAôKï Straight and level flight/transition to 
straight ahead descent 

To establish constant speed straight ahead descent 

/ JlKJTIONt 

TasK elor.er.tr, performed by the pilot in this transitional se¬ 

quence cause the aircraft to descend straight ahead. All cues 

received and mental and motor actions accomplished are consist¬ 

ent with all transitions from straight and level flight to 

straight ahead descent. The degree of abruptness or gentleness 

of tnin transition will vary with flight requirements. A rapid 

onset induces a high level of negative G. This task in its 

most abrupt form is a combat maneuver called a pushover. The 

tasA in none moderate iterations is used in segments of the 

following examples: 

1. Lancing approaches. 

2. All transitions to lower altitudes. 

3. -.ntry to many aerobatic maneuvers where additional 
airspeed is required. 
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SITUATION Aircraft straight and level at cruise speed and power 

Straight and level flight/ 
TASK no. P-3 TAtv transition to straight ahead deocent 

To eotablish constant speed straight 
TASK OPAL- ahead descent nATK Oct,.1973 

EL. 
SIQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(A) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

BEGINS DESCENT 
Visual-Fitch att: cruise 

Bank att: level 
^Ural-Normal envir. sound 
Jontrol-Neutral oresaure 
v.otion-Normal G 

Anticipates trans¬ 
ition to constant 
speed descent 

Coordinates elevator 
it throttle adjust. 

(B) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STARTS PITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Pitch att: decreasing 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick 

pressure & throttle 
reduction 

fiotion-Nerrative G onset, 
pitching down 

Determines satis¬ 
factory pitch 
attitude movement 

Jviaintaina consta:.t 
elevator pressure ft. 

continues throttle 
adjustment 

(C) 
1. CONTINUES PITCH DECREASE (Visual-Pitch att:decreasinff 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Àural-Chamce in envir. sound 
Jontrol-Constant stick 

pressure éc throttle 
reduction 

i.otion-Constant negative Gf 
pitching down 
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siTUATiQM Aircraft straight and level at cruise speed and power 

Straight and level flight/ 
TASK mo._F-3 TAtv transition to straight ahead descent_ 

To establish constant speed straight 
TASK GOAL ahead descent _ aare Qct>. 1Q7T 

CONTINUÉS PITCH DECREASE 

3. 

( o 
1 

) 

CUES 

.TOiV. ¿'ITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Pitch att; descent 

attî level 
Instr. cross-check 

wural-..orinal envir. sound 
yor trol-Decreased stick 

pressure 
¿otion-Decreusing negative 

pitch stabilized 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

Determines descent 
attitude approach¬ 
ing 

Relaxes elevator 
pressure & stops 
throttle adjust. 

Determines trim 
required 

(E) ESTABLISHES STEADY-STATE 
1, /leual-Pitch att: descent 

Lank att* level 
^ural-normal envir. sound 
Jontrol-I.eutral stick 

pressure 
Motion-IJ or mal G 

Adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator press. 

Determines goal is 
established 

3. Laintains descent 
control 
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SITUATION! Aircraft in 60» bank, level turn, constant speed 

TASK NO! F-4 TASK! 60° turn transition to cruise level 
flight 

TA3K GOAL: To establish straight and level flight from a turn 

TASK FUNCTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional se¬ 

quence cause the aircraft to return to level flight from a 60° 

banked turn. All cues received and mental and motor action ac¬ 

complished are consistent with all transitions from banked turns 

to level flight. The degree of abruptness or gentleness of the 

transition will vary with flight requirements. The 60° bank 

angle ras chosen as standard. The task is used to return to 

level flight from any turn. The task is used in the following 

examples: 

1. Heading changes. 

2. 3600-720^ level turns. 

3. Landing patterns. 
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^ITUATIQM ^ircr^ft ir 60° bank, levai tum. conAtant flpead., 

YASK NO. ^ TASK ^ 

To eotiblish straight and level 

TASK GOAL night trom a turn_____ hat» Oct.. 1971 

EL. 
SEO. 

(A) 

CUES 

äEGIIiu HOLL OUT 
l/isur ]-; i ten att: nose high 

b:..rii attî constant 
tural-i.orn.al envir. sound 
Jõrtrol-iíeutrs 1 stick pres. 
■Totior:-Constant positive G 

2. 

3. 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

Anticipates rolling 

out of turn 

¡oordinates aileron 

rudder with el- 
levator movement 

(I 
1. 

jTA.(T3 U01.1 
^isual-titch att: decreasing 

bank att: rolling 
Irstr. cross-check 

.vural-liornal envir. sound 
Jor. irol-Increased stick & 

rudder pressure 
'.otiorj-L»ecreaoing positive 

pitching down, 
rolling 

3. 

(C) 
i . 

CONTIiiUnS HOU. 
7iaual-Pitch att: decreasing 

"" bark att: rolling 
irstr. cross-check 

rural»Change envir. sound 
jontrol-Constant aileron & 

rudder pressure, 
increased elevator 
pres. & throttle 
reduction 

Determines satis, 
roll rate fr need 
to reduce pov/er 

Maintains coordinatec 
aileron &• rudder 
pressure, reouces 
elevator pres. & 
adjusts throttle 
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fITUÀTIOM Aircraft In Ano bank, le^T- turn, coErtaTit «pend 

TASK MO. F-A TAtK 60° turn transition to level flirht_ 

To establish straight and level 
TASK GOAL flight from a turn _DATE Ür.t.> 137,1 

EL. 
SEO. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
1. 

• 

?. 

CONTINUÉS ROLL 
Uotion-OecreasinK positive G 

pitching down, 
rolling 

Determines approach 
ing wings level 

Moves aileron 
K elevator & re¬ 
laxes rudder 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STOPS KOLI 
Visual-Piten atti cruise 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal ervir. cound 
Control-Neutral aileron 

rudder pressure & 
constant elevator 
pressure 

Lotion-Normal G, pitch stab- 
ilized, roll stab. 

Determines trim 
required 

.idjunte- trip <v re¬ 
laxes t levator 
pressure 

(E) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

ESTABLISHES STEADY-STATE 
Visual-Pitch att: cruise 

Bank att: level 
nural-Norroal envir. sound 
Cortrol-Neutral stick Sc 

rudder pressure 
Kotion-Normal G 

Determines goal is 
established 

Lairtair?. cruise 
control 
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ÓH JA Tl Oí! : Aircraft in 60° bank, lavei turn, constant speed 

Ta.Ji. WO! i’-5 TASK: 60° level turn transition to climb 

G0A.UÎ To establish climbing turn 

TA:in FUUCTIOWî 

The task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional 

sequence cause the aircraft to climb from a 60° turn. All 

cues received and mental and motor actions accomplished are 

consistent with all transitions from turns to climbs. The 

degree of gentleness or abruptness of this transition will 

vary with flight requirements. A rapid onset will cause high¬ 

er additional G forces and more drastic power changes than a 

more gentle onset. In the most aggravated form tnis trans¬ 

ition causes stall situations. The task is used in more mod¬ 

erate iterations as a segment of the following examples: 

1. Spiral climb entries. 

2'. .a.y change in prescribed altitude during a turn. 
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ó'i i JATIOM: Aircraft in 60° bankf lavei turn, constant speed 

TAJA WO: F-S TASK: 60° level turn transition to climb 

TnJr. UOAL: To establish climbing turn 

TASK FUNCTION: 

The task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional 

sequence cause the aircraft to climb from a 60° turn. All 

cues received and mental and motor actions accomplished are 

consistent with all transitions from turns to climbs. The 

degree of gentleness or abruptness of this transition will 

vary with flight requirements. A rapid onset will cause high¬ 

er additional G forces and more drastic power changes than a 

more gentle onset. In the most aggravated form this trans¬ 

ition causes stall situations. The task is used in more mod¬ 

erate iterations as a segment of the following examples: 

1. Jpiral climb entries. 

?. Any change in prescribed altitude during a turn. 
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»ITUATIQM Aircraft in 60° bank, level turn, constant speed-- 

TASK no.JÜZÎLtASK 60° level turn transition to climb _ 

TASK GOAL To establish climbing turn_hate Oct,, 1973 

EL. 
SEQ. 

(A) 
1. 

CUES 

BEGINS CLIMB 
Visual-Pitch att: nose high 

Bank ett; constant 60 
Aural-Normal <mvir. sound 
Ïontrol-Neutral pressure ••l'i C IA W X. Cl -L UJ 

feiion-Pocitive G 

2. 

3. 

(B) 
1. 

STARTS PITCH INCR^nSE 
Visual-Pitch att:increasing 

Bank att:constant 60° 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick pres 

sure & throttle adv. 
Motion-Increasing positive G 

pitching up 

MENTAL ACTION 

Anticipates tran¬ 
sition to climb 

MOTOR ACTION 

Coordinates elevator 
& throttle adjust. 

2. Determines satis¬ 
factory pitch 
attitude movement 

3. 

(C) CONTINUES PITCH INCREASE 
1, [Visual-Pitch att : increasing 

Bank att:constant 60° 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Constant stick pres¬ 

sure & throttle adv. 
Motion-Constant positive G, 

pitching up 

Maintains constant 
elevator pressure 
continues throttle 
adjustment 

2. Determines climb 
attitude approach. 
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SITUATION. Aircral t in 60° bank, level turn, conatant BDfl«d 

TASK MO. F-5 TA8if 60° level turn transition to climb 

TASK GOAL _ 'io establish climbing turn _ bat» Oct.. l<m 

EL. 
SIQ. 

“ 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

3. 
COI.'TINIJiii; PITCH INCREASE 

Relaxes elevator & 
stops throttle 
adjustment 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

CT0P.> i'JTCH IIJCHEASE 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

uank utt: constant 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-hormal envir. sov.nd 
Control-Decreased stick 

pressure 
...otion-uecreasinc positive G, 

pitch stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

Adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator 
pressure 

U) 
I. 

c • 

3. 

isdtabiloHDS ctdady-state 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

Bank att: constant 
Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral stick pres, 
iotion-Ccrrtant positive G 

Determines goal is 
established 

Maintains climb 
control 
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SITUATION: Aircraft in 60° bank, level turn, constant speed 

TASK NO: P-6 TASK* 60° level turn transition to descent 

TASK GOAL: To establish descending turn from level turn 

TaSK FUNCTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this transition from 

60° level turn to a 60° banked descent cause the aircraft to 

enter a descending turn. All cues received and mental and 

motor actions accomplished are consistent with all descending 

60° banked turns. The 60° bank angle was chosen as standard. 

The degree of abruptness or gentleness of the transition will 

vary with the flight requirements. The task in varying iter¬ 

ations is used in the following examples* 

1. Initiate descending turns or spirals. 

2. Initiate more moderate air-to-ground weapons delivery. 

3. Landing approaches (pitch outs). 
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SITUATION Aircraft in 60° bank, level turn, constant speed 

TASK f-6 t60° level turn tranaition to descent___ 

TASK OOAL To eatabliah descending turn fro* level turnPATl Oct.. 1971 

CUiS 

BhîGINS DESCENT 
Visual-Pitch att: nose high 
■■ Bank att:constant 60° 
fcural-Normal envir. sound 
TonTro1-Neutral pressure 
^tlcñ^Positive G 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

3 

Anticipates tran¬ 
sition to constant 
speed descent 

Coordinates elevator 
& throttle adjust. 

etast:. pitch decrease 
Vicual-Pitch att:decreasing 

Bank att:conntant 60° 
Inrtr. crocc-check 

riural-Change in envir. sound 
ToiTrol-Increased stick prea 

& throttle reduction 
,. otion-Decreasing positive Gj 

' pitching down 

3. 

Determines satis¬ 
factory pitch at¬ 
titude movement 

Maintains constant 
lelevator pressure & 
continues throttle 
adjustment 

iCONTIüür.E BITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Bitch attdecreasing 
- Bark att:constant 60° 

Instr. cross-check 
iKuruI-Civ nge in envir. soundj 
P’cnfro 1-Constant stick pres.j 
i— throttle reduction 
Aotior-Decreasing positive Gj 

pitching down 

2. Determines descent 
attitude approach. 
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tlTUÀTiOM- Aircraft in 60° bank, level tum, constant apeed 

TASK no._F-6 rAtu 60° level turn tranaition to descent 

TASK GOAL To eatablioh deacending turn from level turn DATE Qct.t 1^73 

EL. 
SEQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
3. 

CONTINUES PITCH DECREASE 

Relaxes elevator <v 
stops throttle ad¬ 
justment 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STOPS PITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

Bark att:constant 60° 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Decreased stick 

pressure 
Lotion-Normal G. nitch 

stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

Adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator 
pressure 

(E) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

ESTABLISHES STEADY-STATE 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

Bank attsconstant 60° 
Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral stick 

pressure 
»iotion-Normal G 

Determines goal is 
established 

Maintains der.cont 
control 



wl'i j.v'ilüli: Aircraft climbing at constant airspeed on constant 
heading 

ï.iJI .0: 1--7 TASK: Straight ahead climb/transition to 
straight and level flight 

rJ j/vx.: To establish straight and level cruise flight 

L-.S.. FUIICTIOÜ: 

Tc-si-: elements performed by the pilot in this transitional se- 

querce caune the aircraft to return to level flight, nil cues 

received and mental and motor actions accomplished are consist- 

ent with all transitions from straight ahead climb to straight 

and level flight. The degree of aoruptnesc or gentleness of 

the transition will vary with flight requirements, «n extreme¬ 

ly abrupt transition from a very steep climb would cause a high 

decree oí negative G force. This maneuver is called a pushout. 

u moderate iteration is used in the following example: 

1. »«.11 level-offs from straight climb procedures. 
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SITUATION Aircraft climbing at constant airspeed on corstant heading 

straight ahead climb/ 
TASK *'-7 tacit transition to straight and level flight_ 

TASK GOAL eetablieh straight and level cruise flight pate Oct., 1^73 

EL. 
SEQ. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(A) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

BEGINS LEVEL OFF 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

Bank att: level 
Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral pressure 
Motion-Normal G 

Anticipates tran¬ 
sition to level 
flight 

Coordinates elevator 
& throttle adjust. 

(B) 
1. 

rs c • 

3. 

STaRTS PITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Pitch attîdecreasing 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Chance in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick pres 

¿c throttle reduction 
Kotion-Negative G onset, 

pitching down 

Determines satisf. 
pitch attitude 
movement 

iwuintai is constar. 1. 
elevator pressure < 
continuos throttle 
udjustm înt 

(C) 
1. 

CONTINUES PITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Pitch att:decreasirg 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Constant stick pres. 

& throttle reduction 
Motion-Constant negativo G, 

pitching down 
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situation Aircraft climbing at constant airspeed on constant heading 

straight ahead climb/ 
TASK mo *-7 task transition to straight and level flight 

TASK GOAL ,!'o establish straight and level cruise flight hats Oct «. 1973 

EL. 
SIQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(G) 
2. 

3. 

CONTIim., PITCh DECREASE 
Determines correct 
pitch attitude 
approaching 

Relaxes elevator 
pressure & stops 
throttle adjust. 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

3Ï0PJ PITCH DECREASE 
Visuil-ritch att: cruise 

Dank att: level 
Inctr. cross-check 

nural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Constant stick pres. 
Líotion-^ecreasinr negative G, 

pitch stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator 
pressure 

(E) 
1. 

?. 

J • 

EH'i'Ahil3HE3 3'i EitivY-STATE 
visual-;itch att: cruise 

Dank att: level 
Aural-Korinal envir. sound 
Conirol-i.'eutral stick pres, 
kotion-üornial G 

Determines goal is 
established 

Maintains cruise 
control 
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1 
SITJrtTION: Aircraft climbing at constant airspeed on corstant 

heading 

TASK NO: P-8 TASK: Straight ahead climb/transition to 
coordinated climbing turn - 30° 

TaSK GOAL: To establish climbing turn 

TASK PONCTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional se¬ 

quence cause the aircraft to turn while in a climb. The angle 

oi bank expressed at 30° is arbitrary and depends upon aircrait 

performance. All cues received and mental and motor actions 

accomplished are consistent with all transitions from climb to 

turn. The degree of gentleness or abruptness will vary with 

flight requirements. This transition fulfills the major seg¬ 

ment of the classic climbing turn maneuver. It is also used 

as a segment in the following examples: 

1. Climbing turns. 

2. Climbing turn stalls. 

3. Chandelles. 
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«iTiiATiftM nircivift climbing at conatant airspeed on constant heading 

straight ahead climb/ 
TASK tacic transition to coordinated climbing turn - 30°_ 

TASK GOAL To establish climbing turn PATiOct., 1973 

EL. 
SEO. 

U) 
1. 

bhGüiJ TÜHN 
iaual-i'itch att: climb 

t-ank att: level 
tural-.ior.T.al envir. sound 

pressure 
G 

vortrol-iieutral 
iotion-!.' orraa 1 

3. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION 

Anticipates tran¬ 
sition to 30° turn 

Coordinates aileron 
rudder, & moves 

elevator 

MOTOR ACTION 

(b) 
1. 

Ë T Art To itOl.L 
Visual-Titch att: climb 

bark att: rolling 
Instr. cross-check 

fkural-.Iorinal envir. sound 
Tortrol-lncreased stick & 

rudder pressure 
Motion-Positive G onset, 

rolling, 

?. 

3. 

determines satis¬ 
factory roll rate 

Laintains aileron 
rudder pressure - 
moves elevator 

u 

(G) CONTIl'iJbG dOU 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

a-nk att: rolling 
instr. cross-check 

uurul-dorv tl envir. sound 
Gor trol-Gon» tar11 aileron L 
”” r-u idcr pressure, 

incr. elevator pres 
otion-Incr-fiasing positive G 

rolling, 
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SITUÀTIQM Aircraft climbing at constant airspeed on constant headirg 

Straight ahead climb/ 
TASK NO.J£i£Ltask transition to coordinated climbing turn - 30°_ 

TASK OOAl To establish climbing turn DATE Oct.. lrj 11 

Ei. 
SEO. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
2. 

3. 

CONTINUES ROLL 
Determines proper 
bank attitude 
approaching 

Moves aileron a 
elevator, relaxer 
rudder presrur* 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3* 

3TüfS ROLL 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

Bank att:constant 30° 
Instr. cross-check 

Hural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral aileron & 

rudder pres.vconstant 
elevator pressure 

¡Votion-Constant oositive G. 
roll stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

ndjustr trim c re¬ 
laxes elevator pros 

(E) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

ESTABLISHES STEADY-STATE 
Visual-Pitch etts climb 

Bank att¡constant 30° 
Aural-Nor.nal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral stick nres. 
Motion-Constant oositive G 

Determines goal is 
established 

Main tu i ¡z¡ tun. 
control 



'i j-iTlOil: Aircraft in constant airspeed climb, maintaining 
heading 

rr>iüK .IÜ: J?**9 TrtSKï straight ahead climb/transition to 
straight ahead descent at constant 
airspeed 

1‘hou UOaL: To establish straight ahead descent 

TA J/. ív'JACTION : 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional se¬ 

quence cause the aircraft to descend straight ahead. All 

cues received and mental and motor actions accomplished are 

consistent with all transitions from a straight climb to a 

straight descent. The degree of abruptness or gentleness will 

vary with flight requirements, a steep climb transitioning to 

a steep aescent will induce a high amount of negative G force. 

a moderate iteration of this transition is a segment of the 

Vertical J-A. 



«miATmu Hircraft in constant airspeed climb tartintaininr: heading 

straight ahead climb/träneition to ctrai^ht 
I task N0.JPi2-TASK ahead descent at conatant airapeed__ 

I TASK OOAl To establiah straight ahead descent_DATE Oct.. 197^ 

EL. 
SEO. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(A) 
1. 

?. 

3. 

BEGINS DESCENT 
Visual-Pitch att: climb 

Bank att: level 
^Ural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral pressure 
¿otion-Normal G. 

Anticipates tran¬ 
sition to descent 

Coordinates elevator 
a throttle adjust. 

(B) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STARTS PITCH DECaEhSE 
Visual-Pitch att:decreasing 

¿>ank att: level 
Ir.str, cross-check 

Aural-Chanr.e in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick pres 

o. throttle reduction 
Motion-Negative G onset, 

pitching down 

Determines satis¬ 
factory pitch at¬ 
titude movement 

mainta: c constant 
elevator pressure & 
centimes throttle 
c.d jucti. ent 

(C) 
1. 

CONTINUES PITCH DECREASE 
Visual-Pitch attdecreasing 

Bank att: level 
Instr. crosn-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Constant stick pres. 

èc throttle reduction 
Motion-Constant negativ» G, 

”” pitching down 
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IITUATIQM '■ imrrtí't in c0118tant airapeed climb, malntalniny handing 

itraight ahead climb/traneition to straight 
TASK N0._Lz2_TA$K ahead descent at constant airspeed 

TASK GOAL _To establish straight ahead descent_DATE Ufit.. 1^71 

EL. 
SEO. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
2, 

3. 

CONTI ¡.'J jü PITCH wHCIa^ASE 
Determines descent 
attit' de approach. 

Relaxes elevator & 
stops throttle adjust 

(I>) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STOi'O PITCH biiCUEASfi 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

Hank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-llormal onvir. sound 
Cortrol-becreasinp stick 

pressure 
Lotion-Decreasing negative G 

pitch stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

Adjusts trim & 
relaxes elevator 
pressure 

(li) 
1. 

?. 

V e 

rJhTrtBLIÜHiáo ¿ThnDY-JTüTE 
Vieual-i'itch atts descent 

bark att; leve] 
Aural-iîormal envir. sound 
Control-i:cutrr;l stick 

pressure 
Lotion-Horual G. 

Determines goal is 
established 
(Sustains constant 
speed descent) 

Maintains descent 
control 
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SITUATION* Aircraft descending, power idle 

TASK NO: F-IO TASK: Straight ahead deacent/trannition to 
straight and level flight 

TASK GOAL: To establish straight and level flight 

TASK FUNCTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this trurcitionul seg¬ 

ment cause the aircraft to return to straight and level flight 

from a straight ahead descent. All cues received and mente 1 

and motor actions accomplished are consistent with all trans¬ 

itions from a straight descent to level flight. The degree oí 

abruptness or gentleness of the transition and the angle of ue- 

scent will vary with flight requirements. In its extreme form 

the transition can be a pull out from a dive with high lircpo.ed 

and accompanying high positive G forces. In varying it'ratiorc 

it is used as a segment of the following examples: 

1. Approaches. 

c. ueturn to level from a let down penetration. 
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«IÎUATIOH, Airnri ^ .. 

'AtK NO.^iOTAfK 

TASK GOAL - T 

CUIS 

UiVËL OFF 
ati. descent 

, • *''-x¡a citt* loVßl 
"ÍfpnÊ‘i10I'rru} 'Mir. sound 
M^£ol--!eutral pressure 
ütlon-..or,,fí2 g 

PATI^üct^ 

TINTAI ACTION "J" 
-- , u I ^OTOR ACTION 

3. 
Anticipates tran¬ 
sition to level offJ 

2. 

'i^l-^itch attürcreaeir.E 
-*nk attî level 

iural-r*hr^tr*.cross"check I 

Pitching up * 

?°?EdiIiates elevate 
I throttle adjust. 

determines satis¬ 
factory pitch att, 
movement 

S-mcTa»1^^ 

sound! 
— ~ ^Onst.nt Stick prea 

M 0- -0( ) ^2 °^16 Avance —=-- ^notant positive G, 
1,1 tchin; • up * 

U'ftintaiie const-mt 
^ley.:t..'r pressure &■ 
conti?:ues t ircttip 
adjus tment 
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SITUATION Aircraft descending, power idla_ 

otraight ahead descent/ 
TASK MO.-y-lOTAtir transition to straight level flight_ 

TASK opal To establish straight and level flight_bate ont., iq?? 

Kl. 
SEQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) 
2. 

3. 

CONTIIJUtiS PITCH INCKEAGE 
Determines cruise 
attitude approach. 

Relaxes elevator 
pressure A* stops 
throttle iaijuRt., 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STOPS PITCii INCREASE 
Visual-Pitch att! cruise 

Bank att: level 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Constant stick nres. 
Motion-Decreasire oositive G. 

pitch stabilized 

Determines trim 
required 

Adjust: trim ù, re¬ 
laxes elevator prep 

(E) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

ESTABLISHES STEADY-STATE 
Visual-Pitch att: cruise 

Bank att: level 
Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral stick nres. 
iV'otion-toorme 1 G 

Determines goal is 
established 

Maintains cruise 
control 
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:;IT;ívTIOHí aircraft descending straight ahead, constant 
airspeed 

T/i i<0: P-11 TASK: Straight ahead descent/transition to 
descending turn, 60° bank 

ÏA :k (JOnL: Establish descending turn from wings level descent 

rSNCTIOil : 

TasK olenc:nts performed by the pilot in this transitional seg¬ 

ment cause the aircraft to turn while descending. All cues 

received and mental and motor actions accomplished are consist¬ 

ent v.ith all transitions from descending to descending turning 

flight. The abruptness or gentleness of this transition will 

vary with flight requirements. The task in varying iterations 

is used in the following examples: 

1. Approaches to landing (downwind & final turns) 

2. uescending turns. 



SITUATION Aircraft descending straight ahead, canotant airspeed_ 

straight ahead descent/ 
TASK no. F-ll TAtK transition to descendirr. turn. 60° bank_ 

To establish descending turn 
TASK GOAL from winr.s level descent_pate Ort.. 

EL. 
SEQ. 

(A) 
1. 

CUES 

BEGINS TURN 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

Bar.k atts level 
ziural-Nortnal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral pressure 
Motion-Normal G 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

Anticipates trar 
sition to turn 

3. 

(D) 
1. starts roll 

Visual-Pitch att: descent 
Bank att: rolling 
Instr. cross-check 

Hural-IIormal envir. sound 
Cor. trol-Increased stick & 

rudder pressure 
Motion-Positive G onset, 

rolling 

Coordinates aile 
A rudder, movea 
elevator 

Oj 

2. Deteriùinee satis¬ 
factory roll rate 

3. 

(C) 
1. 

CONTINUES ROLL 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

Bank att: rolling 
Aural-Normal envir. sound 
¿onlro1-Constant aileron & 

rudder pressure, 
inc. elevator pres. 

motion-Increasing posi+iveG, 
rolling 

M; in taj 
& ruddfe 
moves e 

i a aileron 
* prosrure, 

ievator 
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- tlTU»TlOW—ylrcfi-tt defending Atraight 

straight ahead descent/ 
I TASI< NO.-£rllTA»it transition to descending turn. 6QQ bark_ 

eatabliah descending turn 
TASK GOAL wings level descent 

.DATE Oct., 1973 

El. 
SEO. 

(G) 

3. 

COUTI.JU.“ 3 iíOLL 

(ü) 
1. 

°T0?.3 HOLL 

CUES 

C ori 

Visual-ritch att: descent 
ü ir¡k att: constant 
Iristr. cross-check 

.uraJ.-iiorraal envir. sound 
rol-i.'-mtral aileron & 

rudder pressure, 
constant elevator 
pressure 

...otior-Constont positive G, 
roll stabilized 

MENTAL ACTION 

i>e termines proper 
bank attitude 
approaching 

MOTOR ACTION 

Moves aileron 
elevator, relaxes 
rudder pressure 

Determines trim 
required 

CO 
1. 

o .taLi;;hr.;; atlaDY-staTü 
Visu'il-Li ich att: descent 

han:* att: constant 
.éUral-Ncriiial envir. sound 
Cortrol-jeutral stick pres 
'«loiion-Cor;r-1.■ nt positive G 

Adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator pres. 

Determines goal is 
established 

Maintains turn 
control 
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SITJaTION: Aircraft in constant speed descent 

TASK NO: P-12 TASK: Straight ahead descent/transition to 
straight ahead climb 

TASK GOAL: To establish a wings level climb from descent 

TASÄ FUNCTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this transitional seg¬ 

ment cause the aircraft to climb straight ahead after a 

straight ahead descent. All cues received and mental and motor 

actions accomplished are consistent with all descents to stra-> ; 

ahead climbs. The degree of abruptness or gentleness of the 

transition and the angle of descent and climb will vary with 

flight requirements. In its extreme the transition can be ac¬ 

companied by high speed and high positive G forces. In varying 

iter tions it is used as a segment of the following examples: 

1. Pullout after air-to-ground weapons delivery. 

2. A zooming altitude gaining combat maneuver. 



SITUATION mirerait in constant speed descent 

Jtraicht ahead descent/ 
TASK mo transition to straight ahead climb___ 

TASK GOAL 'i0 estanlish a wings level climb from descent date Oct*i 3-973 
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SITUADON Aircraft in constant speed 

Straight ahead descent/ 
TASK NO y-l?TASt( transition to straight ahead climb. 

TASK GOAL 'io establish a wings level clij^lrom denceivfcpATI kÇt»i 
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TASK NO.: Cp-2 

TASK: 360° Overhead Landing 

TASK GOAL: Landing the Aircraft 
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n 
Aircraft at initial approach apeéd, level and 

IITUATION maintaining ground track over centerline 

TASK NO.JlEIÍtASK ^0° overl:i0ad landing 

TASK GOAL Land aircraft pats Oct., 1973 

EL. 
SEO. 

(A) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

(B) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

(C) 
1. 

BEGINS PITCH OUT 
Visual-Pitch att: cruise 

Bank atts level 
Outside reft approach 
ing pitch out point 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral pressure 
Motion-Normal G 

CUES 

STARTS PITCH OUT 
Visual-Pitch att: increasing 

Bank att: rolling 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick & 

rudder pressure; 
throttle reduction 

Motion-Positive G onset, 
deceleration, rolling 
pitching up 

MENTAL ACTION 

Determines pitch 
out point 

Determines satisf. 
roll rate & pitch 
attitude 

CONTINUES PITCH OUT 
Visual-Pitch att: increasinj 

Bank att: rollinr 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

Aura l-Change in envir. soun< 

MOTOR ACTION 

Coordinates aileron, 
rudder & elevator; 
throttle adjustment 

Mainta.. r¡s coord ¡ noted 
aileroi ce rudder 
pres. ¿ increaoeo 
elevate ' precoure 
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Aircraft at initial approach spaod, level and 
«iTiiATiftM maintaining ground track over Çfnt^rUM- 

TASK MQ. Cp-2 tacit 360° overhead landing--- 

TASK GOAL Land aircraft_____.DATE Oc^ti 

El. 
SEO. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(C) c 
1. c 

2. 

3. 

JONTINUKS PITCH OUT 
Jontrol-Conetant aileron & 

rudder pressure, in¬ 
creased elevator 
pressure 

iiotion-lr.creasing positive G| 
deceleration,rolling, 
pitching up 

Determines proper 
bank angle 
approaching 

Coordinates aileron 
& rudder, and moves 
elevator 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STOPS ROLL IN 
Visual-Pitch att*. increasing! 

Bank att: constant 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Neutral aileron & 

rudder pressure, in¬ 
creased elevator 
pressure 

Motion-Constant positive G, 
decelerating, rolling 
stabilized,pitching up 

Sustains bank att. 

Increases elevator 
pressure 

(S) 
1. 

HOLUS ESTABLISHED BANK 
Visual-Pitch att: increasinj 

Bank att: constant 
Outside reference 

i Aural-Change in envir. soun< 
Control-lncreused stick prei 
Motion-Constant positive G, 

deceleration, 
pi Idling up 

lie 
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Aircraft at initial approach speed, level and 
ciTtiATiftM maintaining ground track over centerllM .. . • — 

i TASK MO Cp-2 task 360» overhead landing .... —- 

TASK GOAL Land aircraft___DAT! 0ctM 1?I2 

EL. 
SEO. 

(E) 
2. 

3. 

(P) 
1. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION 

STARTS ROLL OUT 
/isual-Pitch attt increasing 

Bank att: rolling 
Inetr. cross-check 

Hura1-Change in envir. sound 
Jontrol-Increaaed stick & 

rudder pressure 
lotion-Decreasing positive G 

decelerating,rolling, 
pitching up 

2. 

(G) 
1. 

Determines roll 
out point 

Coordin.iten ailuron, 
rudder fic mover, 
f> 1ft va tor--—- 

Determines pitch 
attitude & roll 
rate satisfactory 

CONTINUES ROLL OUT 
Visual-Pitch att: increasing 

Bank att: rolling 
Outside reference 

Aura L-Changing envir* sound 
Sóniro1-Conetant aileron & 

rudder pres. A in¬ 
creasing elevator pres 

Motion-Decreasing positive G, 
Decelerating,roll^ng, 
pitching up 

MOTOR ACTION 

Coordin tee aileron 
& rudrle , and moves 
elevate 

3. 

Determines approac 
ing wings level 

Coordin tes aileron 
& rudde , and moves 
elevate 
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situatíOM m^°taaf^ü2 •f*4' •“» 

TASK NO._C.P-2 TAtif 360° overhead landing 

TASK GOAL Land aircraft 
DAT! Oct.. 137¾ 

STARTS LOi/N-WIND 
Visual ^itch att: increasing 

B.nk att: level 
Outside reference 
Irstr. cross-check 

lural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Neutral aileron & 

rudder pres,increas¬ 
ing elevator pres. 

¿otion-Normal G, decelerat¬ 
ing, rolling stabil¬ 
ized, pitching up 

L 
2 

3 

Determines need 
for speed brake 

Activates speed 
brake & moves 
elevator 

(I) CONTINUES DOWN-V/IND 
1. Visual-Pitch att: changing 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

Moral-Change in envir. sound 
^ontrol-opeed brake switch 

movenent Sc increased 
stick pressure 

f.otion-Norrral G, deceler¬ 
ation, buffeting, & 
pitching 

Determines speed 
to lower gear 

3. 

(J) CONTINUES DOWN-WIND 
1» Visual-Pitch att: changing 

üank att: level 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

tural-Change in envir. sound 

activates gear & 
moves elevator 
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I 
¿urcrait at initial approach speed, level and 

tiTUATiftu maintaining ground track over centerline-- 

TASK Mft CP"2ta8k 360° overhead landing____ 

TASK ftftA» Land aircraft_ nareOct.. 1973 

EL. 
SEO. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(J) 
1. 

O 
«- • 

3. 

CONTINUES DOWN-WIND 
Control-Gear handle movement 

& increased stick 
pressure 

¿otion-Normal G. deceler- 
ation, buffeting & 
pitching 

Determines gear 
down 1: need for in¬ 
creased power 

Moves elevator & 
adjusts throttle 

! ^
 
• 

• 
• 

1 m
 r—i 

C
M
 

r^V 

STARTS ROLL INTO FINAL TURN 
Visual-Pitch att: nose high 

Bank atts level 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Throttle increase & 

increasing stick 
pressure 

VIotion-Norrnal G, vibration, 
pitching 

Determines position 
for beginning fina] 
turn & flap exten¬ 
sion 

Coordin tes aileron 
rudder, moves elev; 
activât s flaps 

(L) 
1. 

CONTINUES ROLL 
Visual-Pitch att{decreasing 

Bank att: rolling 
Outside reference 
Inetr. cross-chei n. 

.iura.)-Change in envir. sound 
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Aircraft at initial approach «peed, level and 
fiTUATiQM maintaiiiiny ground track over centerline_ 

TASK NO. Cp-2 task 360° overhead landing 

TASK GOAL Land aircraft_pate Oct. » 1973 

IL. 
SEO. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(L) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

CONTINUES KOLL 
:or.trol-i?'lap handle movement, 

increased stick & 
rudder pressure 

Action-Normal G onset( de- 
celeration, rolling, 
pitching down 

Determines flaps 
extended, pitch 
attitude & roll 
rate satisfactory 

Maintains coordinatier 
of aileron & ruuder & 
maintains elevator 
jreraure 

CO 
1. 

r-\ 

C e 

3. 

STOPS ROLL 
Visual-Pitch att: correct 

Bank att: rolling 
Outside reference, 
correct ground track 
Instr. cross-check 

^Ural-Normal envir. sound 
Control-Constant stick & 

rudder pressure 
. otion-Normal G, rolling, 
*"*“ pitch stabilized 

Determines correct 
pitch * bank 
attitude approach¬ 
ing 

Coordinates aileron 
& rudder, and moves 
elevator 

CO 
X • 

CONTINUES PINAL TURN 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

Bank att: constant 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-chock 

/lUral-Norral envir. sound 
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Aircraft at initial approach spaed, level and 
«iTtiATiftM maintainlny yround track ovar canter line- 

TASK wo. Cp-2 tats 360° overhead landins- 

TASK OOAl Land aircraft---PATEÜCt., im 

El. 
SEQ. 

(N) 
1. 

CUES 

CONTINU3S PINAL TURN 
Control-Neutral aileron & 

rudder; constant 
elevator pressure 

Hotion-Normal G, rolling 
stabilized 

2. 

3. 

MENTAL ACTION 

Anticipates roll 
out on final & nee( 
for throttle in¬ 
crease 

MOTOR ACTION 

Coordinates aileron, 
rudder & elevator; 
adjusts throttle 

(0) 
1. 

STARTS ROLL OUT ON PINAL 
Visual-Pitch atts descent 

Bank att: rolling 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
onirol-Increased stick & 

rudder pressure; 
advances throttle 

Motion-Normal G, rolling 

2. 

3. 

(P) 
1. 

Determines pitch 
attitude & roll 
rate satisfactory 

Coorui 
rudder. 

tea i ieror ¿ 
.ovoa elevate 

CONTINUES ROLL OUT 
Visual-Pitch att; descent 

Bank att: rolling 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

Aura' -Nprr.al ervir. sound 
ContT ol-Conetant stick 

rudder pressure 
I/.oti> n-Normal G, rolling 
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■ircraft at initial approach apaad, levei and 
SITUATION maintaining trraunA track ovr eant«rHr.> 

TASK no._Cd-2 TAta _ 360° overhead landing_ 

TASK GOAL -Land aircraft _ PATgftet-. 107-¾ 

EL. 
SIQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(P) 
?. 

3. 

CONTINUROLL OUT 
Determines wings 
level 

Coordinates aileron 
& rudder, and moves 
elevator 

(Q) 
1. 

?. 

3. 

3TOP3 ROLL 
/isual-Pitch att: deacont 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference 
Instr. croae-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
¿ontrol-Neutral aileron & 

rudder; constant 
elevator pressure 

Motion-Normal G. rolling 
stabilized 

Sustains approach 
attitude & deter¬ 
mines trim required 

Adjusts trim & re¬ 
laxes elevator pres. 

(It) 
1. 

1 

2. 
i 

3. 

ESTABLISH STEADY STATE 
Visual-Pitch att: descent 

3un& att: level 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Normal envir. sound 
öontrol-IJeutral stick & 

rudder 
Motion-Normal G 

Determines point 
for round out & 
position to de¬ 
crease rate of 
descent 

Adjusts throttle & 
moves elevator 
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», Aircraft at initial approach snaed ov>a 

SITUATION. Bftintftlnlng ground traqk over 

TASK NO._Cp-2 task 360° ovarhaad landii 

Land aircraft TASK GOAL 
.DATE Qc*«» 1973 

EL. 
SEO cut* mental action MOTOR ACTION 

(S) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

STARTS ROUND OUT 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference 
Instr, crofls-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound 
L/'ontrol-Incrft»ß«ri rrrc 

sure & throttle re¬ 
duction 

Motion-Normal G. 
up, deceleration 

5 

1 » 

Determines speed & 
rate of descent 
satisfactory 

Moves t levator ic 
adjuste throttle 

(T) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

COMPLETES ROUND OUT 
Visual-Pitch att:increasing 

Bcnk att: level 
Outside reference 

Centrol-Inereafiart rr«0 

^ throttle reduction 
Motion-Normal G, 

decelerating 

» 

Anticipates touch¬ 
down 

Moves 0 evator & 
adjuste throttle 

<U) 1 
1. V 

1 

TOUCHDOWN 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference 

^raTt-Change in envir. Bound 
ifint-oi-lncreased stick ores- 

sure and throttle 
reduction 

£ti;.n-Norinal G, vibration & 
deceleration 
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Aircraft at initial approach apaad, lerei and 
situation maintaining around track over centerline 

TAS» no Cp-2TA«a 360° overhead landing 

TASK GOAL LiAnd aircraft batí Oct.. 1973 

EL. 
SIQ. CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(U) 
?. 

3. 

TOUCHDOWN 
Determines proper 
speed to lower 
nosewheel & retract 
speedbrake; engages 
nosewheel steering 
& retracts flaps 

Relaxes elevator; 
activates speed- 
brake, nosewheel 
steering & flaps 

(V) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

(W) 
1. 

2 • 

3. 

STAhTS ROLL OUT 
Vieual-Runway centerline 

Instr. croae-check 
Aural«Change in envir. sound 
Control-Decreased stick 

pressure; flaps,nose 
wheel steering & 
speedbrake movement 

Lotion-Normal G,vibration 
& deceleration 

» 

Determines need 
for brakes & dir¬ 
ectional control 

Activates brakes & 
maintains direction 
al control with rud 

COMPLETES ROLL OUT 
Visual-Runway centerline 
Aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Increased brake 

pressure 
Motion-Deceleration,normal 

' G, vibration 

j Determines air¬ 
craft decelerating 
& goal accomplishec 

Maintains roll out 
control 
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SITUATION: Aircraft positioned on section line, straight and 
level, cruise power 

TASK NO: Ct-1 TASK: Straight and level/transition thru a loop 

TASK GOAL: To perform a 360° turn in the vertical plane and 
return to straight and level flight 

TASK FUNCTION: 

Task elements performed by the pilot in this contiruouf, tran¬ 

sitional sequence cause the aircratt to descend straight ahead 

to increase airspeed and then pull into a loop describing a 

smooth 360° turn in the vertical plane and return to level 

flight. All cues received and mental and motor actione accom¬ 

plished are consistent with all contiruouc loop transitions 

beginning from straight and level flight and returning to 

straight and level flight. The loop is considered a pi unary 

continuous transitional task in this taxonomy and is p, par¬ 

ution for portions oí the following advanced continuout tran¬ 

sitional tasks; 

1. Immelmans 

2. Cuban S’s 

3. Clover Leafs 

¿Split ¿S's 4. 



stTUÀTiOM aircraft positioned on section line, straight ¿c level fllybiL 
cruise power 

TASK no f't-1 ta<k otraight and level/transition thru a loop_ 

TASK GOAL io periorm a 360° turn in the vertical plane pats Oct.. 1971 

CUES 

i i-rts-mRY acceleratiqn 
icuai-i'itch att: cruise 

tiatr. utts level 
Outside reference: 
section line 

■ >uxai-..ormal envir. sound 
control-:.cutral pres3ure 
!..otior-l.orrnal G 

MENTAL ACTION 

Determines position 
to commence descent 
& increase throttle 

MOTOR ACTION 

Coordinates elevator 
movement & throttle 
adjustment 

GTAhTC SUuLLO.: DIVE 
V ir;ual-?i tch att: descent 

hank att: level 
outnide reference: 
section line 
Ir.str. cross-check 

nur tl-Ghan :6 in envir. soun^ 
Gox.trol-lncx‘eaoed stick 

pressure;throttle adv» 
¿,qtlon-uecreasing G onset, 

acceleration, 
pitching down 

uetermines satisf. 
descent attitude; 
need for trim 

- KG I ; Î . HúV.JUD 'i'J L'iVtíi. Jf'DlülfP 
■ iaual.-t'itch att: descent 

i-arac att: level 
Outside reference: 
section line 
Instr. cross-check 

..ura 1-Change in envir.sound 

Maintains elevator 
pressure ^ adjusts 
trim 
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»ITUATIOM Aircraft positioned on section line, straight i nigh^ 
cruise power 

TASK MQ.Ct-1 TASK vtrai/;ht and level/tranoitioD thru a loop_ 

TASK OOAL To perform a 360° turn in the vortical plane pat g uct.. 1971 

IL. 
SEO. 

(C) 
1. 

3. 

CUES 

BEGINS RETURN TO LEVEL FLIGHff 
Coritrol-Neutral stick pres. 
f.ïotion-Norinal Gjacceleration 

Determines proper 
airspeed at return 
to straight and 
level flight 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

I.oves elevate 

(D) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

( E) 
1. 

2. 

STARTE PULLUP 
Visual-Pitch att:increasing 

Bank attï level 
Outside references 
horizon 
Instr. cross-check 

aural-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick pres, 
Motion-Positive G onset; 

pitching up 

inticipates a con¬ 
stant back pressure 
(to maintain a con¬ 
stant rate of nose 
novement) 

CONTINUEE PULLUP 
Visual-Pitch attsincreasing 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference: 
horizon 

Aural-Chance in envir. sound 
dor.trol-Increased stick pres 
Motion-Increasing positive G 

pitching up 

Coordi? ter e t^v' to? 
and ni roi 

Determinen satisf. 
rate of none move- 
nent # desired 
seat pressure 
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SITUATION—raft ^positioned on efctlop line, straight ¿ level fll-ht. 

TASK NO—¿t-J-TASK straight and level/tranaition thru a loop 

TASK GOAL _To pqrfoxm a 360° turn in the vertical plan» »at» Oct.. 1Q71 

EL. 
SEO. 

(Já) 
O 

rjo.i 

CUES 

j.4'¿ PJLLjP 

MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

î*'aintains coordi¬ 
nated elevator & 
aileron pressure/ 
movement 

(r) 
1. JOiai.JJbo PJLLÜP TO Vi'JiiTICAl 

Visual-i'itch att: increasing 
i-'-nk att: level 

Outside reference 
i.ura 1-Criante in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick pres 

POSITION 

totion-Constant positive Ü, 
pitching up, 
deceleration 

Anticipates nose 
reaching òc passing 
through zenith 

3. 
\ 

;o ; • i.:'fouí; í.jíNkuvek ovcíh-thí!; 
Visual-Pitch att: at zenith 

i^ank att: level 
Outside reference 
Instr. cross-check 

^ural-Change in envir. sound 
^or4£o2.“lr.creased stick pres 
j-ption-Constant positive G, 

pitching up, 

deceleration 

TOP 

i»aintains coordi¬ 
nated elevator & 

aileron pressure/ 
movement 

Determines satisf. 
rate of nose move¬ 
ment & constant 
seat pressure 

.lointains coordi¬ 
nated elevator & 
aileron {recoure/ 
movement 
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I 
■; 

Aircraft positioned on section line, .straight & level flight, 
SITUATION ■crulge -- - 

TA«ir Mft Ct-1 TA<if straight and level/transitioi. thru a loop_ 

TASK GOAL 'Jo perform a 360° turn in the vertical plane qati ,jC 1 • » 

EL. 
SEQ. 

CUES MENTAL ACTION MOTOR ACTION 

(H) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

COKTINUES MANEUVER DO'.VN THE 
Visual-Pitch attsdecreaeing 

(inverted) 
Bank att: level 
Outside reference 

aura 1-Change in envir. sound 
Control-Increased stick pres 
Motion-Constant positive G, 

pitching down, 
acceleration 

JACK SIDE, INVERTED 

anticipates relax¬ 
ing back pressure 
slightly at invert¬ 
ed position as nose 
passes through 
horizon 

Relaye; oievator 
movement slightly 

(I) 
1. 

2. 

3. 

CONTINUES knNi'AIVEK XETO DIVH 
Visual-Pitch att: wings 

level (inverted) 
Bank att: level 
Outside reference: 
horizon 

Aura1-Change in envir. sound 
(fonirel-Decreaned elevator 

pressui’e 
Motijn-Becrease in positive 

Gj pitctiing down 

IK 1 "mines ne;¿d far 
increased stick 
pressure to return 
to constant scat 
pressure 

» 

Moves < .evator 
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SITUATION ^Aircraft poaltionad on ■action Hn«>r atraight & lavl flight 
cruise power 

TASK NO. Ct-1 ta«i< Straight and level/transition thru a loop_ 

TASK OOAl To per form a 360° turn in the vertical plane 

CUIS 

(J) 
1. CONTINUES TO A DIVE Visual-Pitch att: dive 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference 

Aural-Change in envir. soum 
Control-Increased elevator 

MINTAL ACTION 

pressure 
Notion-Constant positive G, 

pitching down, 
acceleration 

PATiOct.. 1973 

MOTOR ACTION 

2. Determines satisf* 
wings level nose 
movement; continu¬ 
ation of desired 
seat pressure 

3. 

(Kj 
1. CONTINUES THROUGH NADIR POSlJ Visual-Pitch att:increasing 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference: 
section line 
Instr. cross-check 

Aural-Change in envir. sound| 
Control-Constant elevator 

pressure 
Motion-Constant positive G, 

pitching up, 
acceleration 

TION 

Maintains coordi¬ 
nated elevator, 
aileron & rudder 
pressure 

Anticipates nose 
passing through 
nadir 

Maintains coordi¬ 
nated elevator, 
aileron & rudder 
pressure 
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mm 

tiTiiATiOM Aircraft positioned on section line, straight & lavei flights 
crulB« power 

TASK Mft Ct-1 TA«if Straight and levl/traneition thru a loop 

TASK GOAL To perform a 360° turn in the vertical plane pat« Oct.. 1971 

Ki. 
SEQ. 

(L) 
1. 

CUES 

30NTINUES PULLUP TO STRAIGHT 
Visual-Pitch att:increasing 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference: 
section line 

lural-Change in envir. sound 
Jontrol-Constant elevator 

pressure 
otlon-Constant positive G, 

pitching up, 
acceleration 

MENTAL ACTION 

AND LEVEL PLIGHT 

2. 

3. 

1. (M) TRANSITION TO STRAIGHT AND LiVEL FLIGHT 
Visual-Pitch att:increasing 

Bank att: level 
Outside reference 

Anticipates return 
to straight & levs 
flight, & need to 
relax elevator 
pressure 

MOTOR ACTION 

Relaxes elevator 
pressure _ 

kural-Change in envir. sound 
Control -Decreases elevator 
[ pressure 
llotion-Decreasing positive G 

pitching up 

2. 

3. 

¡Anticipates ap¬ 
proaching straight 
& Iç^al flight 

Goorain 
aileron 
preosur 

as elevator, 
rudder 
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SITUATION Aircraft positioned on section line, straight & level flights 
cruise power 

TASK fcift Ct«lTA«K Straight and levl/transition thru a loop_ 

TASK OOAl To perform a 360° turn in the vertical plane _dati Qct.i 13.73. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

4.uThi8 annoîated bibliography presents a general review 
:ïîîarch fe}-at#d t0 taxonomy development and appli¬ 

cation with special emphasis on items related to flying 

î î!ef!renc*? aoC oreanized by topics which are: 
1. general background, 2. gene^l task and taxonomy. 
* *lytng taxonomy, and 4* related flying items. Each 
topic is explained with the associated references 
following. 

General Background Reference^ - The references of 
this topic provide a basic framework for system organiza¬ 
tion and development. In addition, cues obtained through 
the sensory system are discussed with respect to man’s 
environment. Together, these items provide for an under¬ 
standing of the complex requirements and methods for the 
analysis of flying tasks. 

DeGreene, K. B. Systems Psychology. McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, January, 1970?' 

This text provides a framework for the orderly anticipation, 
planning and development of the systems approach to complex 
technical problems involving people. The following chap¬ 
ín8 :;:v8*d n8 reier«?c«s I - Systems and Psychology, 
I! - The Human Operator in Control Systems, XI - Psycho¬ 
logical Factors in the Persistency and Consistency of 

ir&r.0'1” 
This text deals with both the theoretical and practical 
aspects of man/machine relationships as they influence 
present and future design systems. Human limitations are 
examined in respect to 1. information gathering and 
processing, 2. decision making and 3. the human’s 
ability to transmit the results of such decisions to the 
controlled equipment system. Man/machine relationships 
are defined through the use of quantitative descriptions 
and analysis. 

Gibson, J. J. The Senses Considered as Perceptual Svsterns 
Haughton-Miffin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 196^. * 

This text emphasizes how man is able to have ths constant 
perceptions he needs for effective action in his environ- 
ment. The author regards the senses as actively seeking 
mechanisms for looking, listening, touching, etc. - and 
that these senses are interrelated. 
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Geister, D. Human Pactora. 
Interscienc«, a division of 
New York, New York, 1971. 

Theory and Practice 
John Wiley and Son 

Wi ley- 
ons . Inc «, 

This text presents a realistic and practical guide lor 
the human factors specialists during systems development. 
It outlines step by step descriptions on the performmce 
of human factors analyses. Chapters of specific impor¬ 
tance to the taxonomy effort were: Methods of Performing 
Human Factors Analyses and Human Factors Research. 

General Task and Taxonomy References - The ref fences 
of this topic provide theoretical and practical concepts 
of taxonomy development for learning theory and task 
analysis. Reports define, explain, and present exatnoles 
of task analyses, taxonomies ard related terms. The 
ideas discussed have relevance to the current taxonomy 
development. 

Angelí, D. Study of Training Performance Evaluation 

Technioi^, NaHTTrainTñgDi7rcT7Jéñter“ficlíñrcal 
navtradevcEN-TR-1449-1, October, 1964, AD6O9 605. 

report 

This report takes a look at a number of training peifor- 
raance evaluation techniques. Tha section of specific 
interest to this taxonomy program was the developmei h of 
a Behavioral Classification. This section suggestec a 
relationship between the number of task categories, ¿ase 
of location and completeness of coverage. A rather com¬ 
plete listing of behavioral action verbs were sugge; ed 
ae possible performance descriptions. 

C.iambers, A. N. Develorment of a Taxonomy 
l^rformance? A fTeurisxic Model for the n 
Classification Systems. Ameritar, institut 
stiver spring, Maryland, Tech«}^/0 Report 
AD 688 605. 

of Human 
eveioptneni, 
ee for Reñ 
4, March, 

f 
rch, 
69. 

If this report, a heuristic model is presorted ao -s 
of explaining systematically the iosueo and optien.j 
girding human performance classification. Witti thi 
model as the framework, the me of classification -v 
manee systems, their content, and methods cvailablè 
development were discussed. It is concluded that cj 
s-fication oyetems a aliable ¿re incomplete, inconel 
and inconclusive as to their utility; however, thev 
provide the structure on which uneful systems can h< 

for- 
or 
e- 

Sent, 

'Uilt. 
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g 

grama in support of Air Force positions. It oreaenta a 
ystem for classifying learning tasks which was devalocaH 

imd.r the contact for the purpoae indicted! Th* «^ 

v!ïh f1,‘H?.analyt,1Cal,Pï0cedure8 are dUDiDarized along 

SrÎuhpfofdt?fi8„C“Cp:oiaïietet!yOUt °f the 8y8tem "lth 8 

of ^a"rn1nB, HcGra^ 

allrf8/8^? iefl8 with the theory of the learning process 
and is rich in experimental test data conducted bv 
various researchers in the learning field The pneM-Pí* 

oo^!n?f1lnteíest t0 thte 8tudy »«e the chapïeraP*n 
concept learning, and skill learning and development. 

Technical 'ngfnrPnf??^ ^«g^M. Oregon Research Institute 
NOOOIA A« r n * »avaï Research Contract No. 

NR Ï53-3!i!'t°iy!,197ÎÎrAS 727tÎ5^ty IdentificatioB Mumb« 

This report oonceptuaiizes interpersonal learning within 

The learner L r1“?01* dfveloP«d ^ Brunswik and Mammon. 
Trp and sub3ect being learned about 
eurfprf fiï d îs iniura?ting 3ystems made up of depth and 
a ÍelatioíflM^hlt Th€ Í?WS of^the system are defined as 
?v,rel 4n!hip between its surface and depth elemerts 
-he consistency of the system is the extent to which the 
laws car. be inferred from directly observable surface 

T*?e Pr°POsed conceptualization of interpersonal 
igatione.18 demonstrated in three experimental invest- 

fïîîîïd J# D. Development of an Improved Method 0f Task 
Analysis and Beginnings of a Theory of Tre^^tr "Wowb? 
Training Device^cenier Technical HeporrNAVï'ÎASsvCEN 1213- 
1» ?ort .ashington, New York, June, 1964, AD 445 869. 

This report undertook to develop an improved method of 
aí¡alf8i? for i?8® in guiding the specifications of 

trainirg devices and regimens. There is also 
included a start on a theory of training to stimulate 
research and controversy which could result in increased 

tVS:£fy and work out preB*"‘ 
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Miller, R. B. "Task Taxonomyt Science or Technology9". 
Ergonomics 10 (2), pp. 167-176, 1967. 

This paper defines the term taxonomy and eives a descrip- 
tior of the types and alternatives possible. There is a 
section discussing the objectives of a taxonomy, and 
possible depths and validity of a taxonomic classification 
system as a quantitative tool. The paper further dis¬ 
cusses possible classification categories and a proposed 
scheme for sorting out the classified information. 

Smith, B. J. Task Analysis Methods Compared for Apt cation 
to Training Equipment Development. Naval frainlng Drvlea 
Center Technical Report IÏavtradfvCEH 1218-5, Port Waahirg- 
ton, New York, September, 1965, 

«any methods of task analysis developed for structuring 
behavior into system specifications differ widely in the 
scope of the behavior analyzed, basic task taxonomy, and 
even in terminology. The purpose of this study was to 
compare the different features and their commonality, to 
examine the theoretical or empirical foundation and'iden¬ 
tify which features are included by some analysts and 
excluded by others. 

This book explores various experimental and natural* ptic 
observations of complex human behavior in terms of nam¬ 
ing principles. 
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Flying Taxonomy Referencea - The references of this 
topic have direct impact on the currently developed 
taxonomy. They show the state-of-the-art in the flying 
field. Items covered include detail maneuver analysisf 
in-flight pilot performance analysis, pilot training, task 
analysis, and task taxonomy development. 

Bracke, F. and Gerlach, V. Model and Procedures for an 
Objective tianeuver Analysis. AFusk-TK-yI-ÜV^. TeeTin'1 n.aT 
Report 21201, Instructional Resources Laboratory, Arizona 
"täte University, Tempe, Arizona, December, 1972. 

This report describes a procedural method to more object¬ 
ively analyze the performance of an aircraft maneuver. 
The maneuver, a vertical S-A, was used as an example man¬ 
euver. The maneuver is broken down into steady-state and 
transitional phases. All phases of the maneuver are anal¬ 
yzed giving critical details and parameters. 

Qrecke, F. and Reiser, R. Critical Components of Plient 
Instniction as Perceived by l¿s and ¿¿s. Technical Report 
21129, Grant No. AFOSR 71-2128, Instructional Resources 
Laboratory, Arizona State University, Temps, Arizona, 
November, 1972. 

The report describes the results of similar questionnaires 
completed by a selection of Instructor Pilots (IPs) and 
Student Pilots (SPs) at Williams AFB, Arizona. The pur¬ 
pose of the questionnaire was to learn what IPs and SPs 
considered critical components of flight instruction and 
what areas of instruction they considered in need of 
improvement• 

Gerlach, V., Brecke, F., Reiser, R. and Shipley, B. 
The Generation of Cues Based on a Maneuver Analysis. 
Technical Report - 2I2ÖS, Grant ft'o. AFOSh 71-2120, instrue- 
tional Resources Laboratory, Arizona State University, 
Tempe, Arizona, December, 1972. 

This report takes the critical details and parameters of 
the vertical S-A and describes in detail the procedural 
cues, i.e. what to look for, in a vertical S-A maneuver. 
This description of cues is broken down by phases: 
steady-state and transitions. 
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knoop, P. A. and V.elde, W. L. Automated Pilot Performance 
Aeaeaament in the T-37: A Feaâïbllliy - 
Technical Report TR-72-VApril, 1973Í-“ 

Tbie report describea research conducted to develop a 
capahiiity for qualification of in-flight pilot performance 
^fîd,ÎÎ,ï?derEaduaîe Pilot Trainine (UPT). Thia was a 

asibility effort directed to overcome the diaadvantagea 
nf^rï2diti0nv1 subJective rating of a pilot trainee's 
performance by an instructor pilot. A T-37 B aircraft 
was instrumented to digitally record 24 flight and engine 
parameters. An extension computer software system was 
developed to reduce and analyze the recorded training 
maneuvers• «*“6 

Matheny, W. G., et al, An Investigation of Visual. Aural. 
rr-.i?!1 iiLdi.c?RtT0L NaYal Center Tecnnical Report wavtradevcen 69-C-0304-I. April, 

ihis report is devoted to determining how multi-aenaory 
be ?imulaîed and effectively used in the training 

of pilots. An analytical base and cue taxonomy is devel- 
?nd cues are postulated on the basis of information 

gained from the real visual world, aircraft sounds and 
ÏSÎi0? cu?8 fro°l control movements. Hypotheses are devel- 

?” efÎecî? of îhese P°stulated cues as they 
function independently and interact with cues of other 
modalities. 

Semple 
Flying 
Approach 

, C. A. and Majesty, K. 3. Operational Tasks 0. iented 
irüiaíaf jy0?1?*? fcr ^ilot THTnlng: The 'gyetema 

ÇhT APHüL-TK-bM, January, 15Ó5. ñ-.2ÏÏ& 

T.'iis report presents a systems methodology for detei 
knowiedge and skills common to piloting tasks requii 
diifenr.g aircraft missions for the purpose of struc 
a data base from which an operational tasks orientée 
ilying training program could be developed. The ac 
hí nSip3 Î? and classify specific tasks p« 

y SAP pilots and the level of proficiency required 
the successful performance of each task. 4 

Smode, A.F, and Meyer, D.E. Research Data and Infornatj 
TCTeV|nt.l*?„Pli8hTraljS1ggl Technical Report, f-qd 

lining 
îd by 
turing 

’each 
formed 
for 

-—XJLXVV A, 

. I, July, 196b. 

® result of findinge at selected opentlon- 
h.asli itraiuing schools in major air commands that are 
headquartered in the United States. It describee general 
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features of Air Force pilot training from entry into the 
undergraduate pilot training program through the special¬ 
ized schools conducted by the major using commands. As a 
result of on-site visits with authoritative training per¬ 
son! el ( a number of researchable issues that hold promise 
for the improvement of selected aspects of pilot training 
are reported. 

Smode, A. F., Post, T. J. and Meyer, 0. E. Research Data 
and Information Relevant to Pilot Training. ÀltftL technical 
Report bb-99, Vol. IX, July, 19bb. ÀD é03 281. 

This report describee specific pilot training programs for 
aircraft that are representative of those flown by the 
various operational commands in support of their assigned 
missions. Pilot activity descriptions are included to 
form a bridge between the programs of training and the 
functions for which the pilots are trained. In addition 
to descriptions of training programs for current aircraft 
and weapon systems, pilot requirements for the coming 
generation of aircraft are discussed in terms of their 
projected missions. 

Related Flying Items References - The, references of 
this topic provide source material f'or current flight 
training techniques and devices. The references include 
current Air Force and FAA instructional texts for contact 
and instrument flying. Research in simulator technology 
and instructional techniques are also found here. 

American Airlines, Optimized Flight Crew Training. A Step 
Toward Safer Operations. April, I9b9. 

This study reports the results of forty captains trained 
under a new sequence of flight simulator training, local 
takeoff and landing practice in the airplane and closely 
supervised line experience. The program results indicate 
a superior product with improved safety for all phases of 
training and line operations. 

Air Training Command, Syllabus of Instruction for Under- 
rllabui graduate Pilot Training. 

p-7 4 A-À, I37l ^- 
tFâfltlr/iiO 5, AÏC oyilabus 

This syllabus describes the general training required to 
enable the student pilot to achieve the standards of pro¬ 
ficiency as set forth in ATC Training Standard P-V4A-A. 



It prescribe« an overall plan of instruction, special 
instruction and time requirements for an average student 
to acquire the necessary skill in the stated subjects or 
phases• 

Command, Instructional System Development. 
AP Manual 50-2, December, 197Ö. ^ T-auass*-# 

This manual serves as a guide for applying the AP systems 
approach to the development of education and training 
programs• It presents a technology of instructional 
design and presents the model for developing cost effect¬ 
ive instructional systems* 

Federal Aviation Administration. Fliaht Instructor»« 
Handbook. AC 61-16A, 1969. --¥ 

Information in this handbook provides guidance to pilots 
preparing to apply for their civilian flight instructor 
certificates and for use as a reference by certified 
civilian instructors. The handbook covers fundar3ntals 
of teaching and learning, teaching methods, aerodynamics 
useful to flight instructors and flight training 
syllabuses* 

fîd2ïaîiAV}Sîc0n ASency» flight Training Handbook. 

This handbook provides information and direction in the 
introduction and performance of training maneuvers* 
irocedures and standards for flight test maneuvers are 
found in the appropriate flight test guides. The handbook 
was prepared for use by civilian flight instructors, 
flight students and pilots preparing for flight ratings* 

Moran, », P, The Use of Simulation to Promote Safety and 
Economy in Flying Training. Paper nreBentefTTio fVm 
Fourth International Simulation and Training Conference. 
Atlanta, Georgia. May, 1971, S.A.B. Report 710475. 

This paper describes how the combination of simulation 
and improved training techniques ensures a safe and 
economical flying training program. The paper points out 
that with this approach American Urlinee has reduced 
airplane training and flight check hours by more than 
seventy-five percent. 
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Heiser, R,, Brecke, P,, and Gerlach, V« 
BetweenProcedureandíechniqueinPi; 
Technical «ote zuza, Grant No. aPöSR 71-2155—Tnatrurti«« 
al Resources laboratory, Arizona State Univeriity, Temos 
nrizona, November, 1972. 

This technical note describes the difference between 
Pïîîf procedures and flying techniques. It also offers 
a definition of each term and how these two variables 
enter into the training and more specifically into the 
instructional systems. J 

June" 1969d Airline8» F1±Rht Simulator Evaluate, 

This report describes TWA’s new task-tailored and phase- 
0rî'?nîed ?oncept°f flight simulator training. An outline 

outlines 18 pr0vided along with les80n Plans and briefing 

fUllg«** B. H., Roscoe, S. N. and Williges, R. C. 

7¾¾¾1^.1^1081 Report 

ïï\i.*psr.Âi%tni^n™ailo.i^r,Ktnahc*tÂ£-ent 
nüîhîîmare/?sree40f 8tinulation/fidelity of simulation, 
problems of learning measurement, transfer and retention. 

!f8®ful techniques for improving 
synthetic flight training are also discussed. 

Wood, M. E. Multi-Media in USAF Pilot TraininÄ Air Porr« 

1971?eADn73216n!0rt ' Wllliams APB? October, 

This report suggests how new developments in educational 
technology, from both a philosophic and equipment stand- 
point can provide new opportunities to train airborne 

pr^ctice^ime Sr0Und thuo savinë large amounts of airborne 
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